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Abstract

This technical report presents work in the area of deductive fault simulation.’ This
technique, one of the three fault simulation techniques discussed ir; the literature, has been
implemented in ADLIB-SABLE, a hierarchical multi-level simulator designed and used at
Stanford University. Most of the fault models illustrated in this report consider only two fault
types : single stuck-at-0 and single stuck-at-l. The technique can be easily extended to
consider other single stuck-at faults such as stuck-at-Z(high impedance). Gate level fault
models have been built for most commonly used gates. The ability to model the fault
behaviour of functional blocks in ADLIB-SABLE is also demonstrated. The motivation is that
for many functional blocks, a gate level description may not be available or that the designer
wishes to sacrifice detailed analysis for a higher simulation speed. Functional fault models are
built for many commonly used blocks, using a decomposition technique. The ratio of
functional fault simulation speed to gate level fault simulation speed has been observed to be
of the order of 5 for the typical functional block sizes considered. The ratio however, is not the
upper limit and will be larger for larger-sized functional blocks. It was also proved that the
functional fault models are invariant with respect to the internal implementation details. A
design discipline for sequential circuits is worked out which allows deductive fault simulation.
Extensions to the simple [OJ] deductive technique are studied and fault models built in the
extended domain are observed to be useful in modelling gates of some technologies. A
comparison between deductive and concurrent fault simulation methods is given.
Performance of deductive fault simulation, implemented in ADLIB-SABLE, shows that for
sequential as well as combinational circuits, the CPU time increases linearly with increasing
number of components simulated, an advantage over fault simulators which simulate one
fault at a time and display a quadratic behaviour.
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SABLE is a simulation system developed and currently in use at Stanford University[l,8]. It

supports structured multi-level simulation of digital designs. The user expresses

interconnectivity via SDL (Structured Design Language) and the component behaviour is

described in a higher level language ADLIB (A Design Language for Indicating Behaviour)

which is a superset of Pascal. The SABLE sirnulation system uses SDL to create as many

instances of components as required and then performs simulation.

Deductive fault simulation has been implernented in ADLIB-SABLE at both the gate and the

functional level. This technical report is divided into seven chapters, each discussing a

particular aspect of fault simulation. The first chapter discusses the basics of SABLE and

deductive fault simulation. The next chapter on gate level deductive fault sirnulation explains

the basic data structures and the fault simulation programs. The third chapter discusses

techniques to pre-process sequential circuits before they can be fault simulated. Functional

fault modelling is discussed in the fourth chapter where several functional fault models are

given. Chapter 5 talks of multi-le\/el  fault simulation and extensions to the sirnple [O,l]

Deductive technique. This chapter also contains a comparative study between deductive and

concurrent techniques. Chapter 6 discusses the performance results of deductive fault

simuiation implemented in ADLIB-SABLE and other fault and logic simulators.
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Chapter 1

IBasics  of SAB&&,5eductive  Fault Si

1 .I. Basics of SABLE

The two important inputs to the SABLE system are the ADLIB and SDL descriptions. The

ADLIB source contains the bchavioural description of the different component types such as

counters,multipliers,2  input And gates, invertors etc. There is no way of telling from the

ADLIB code how many instances of each component type there will be. The definition of the

logical behaviour of a particular component is called the “comptype”. A comptype written in

ADLIB is a specification of the input to output relationship of the particular type of component

the cornptype is representing. Essentially all information that passes between components

must go through well-defined I/O interfaces called ‘nets’. The SDL source contains the

interconnectivity between the different components. In addition, the SDL description also tells

how many of each of the components are present. Thus the SDL description is specific to a

particular circuit. Fig 1-l shows a global flow chart of the ADLIB/SABLE system.

First the ADLIB compiler reads in the ADLIB source,checks  the syntax and then generates

a PASCAL source. It also generates a LIBRARY file which contains a library of the comptypes,

the nets associated with each comptype and any formal parameters that may be associated

with a comptype. The SDL compiler reads in the SDL source and the LIBRARY,checks the

syntax and then generates a TOPOLOGICAL file. This file essentially contains all the

information ( the type and number of componentsjnterconnection  and any actual parameters

to be passed to the comptypes) to be later used by the SABLE system to communicate



bclween various comporwts  through nets, The P&X/U <,wctt-atc;ld  before is linked with an

ASSIST packnyc whic:l‘I  is t/-lb  core of the SARLE simulation packagc(it  contains  the event

scheduler) and the simulation is ready for execution. .

ADLIB SOURCE SDL SOURCE

- r - l

SDL

COMPILER

-1 TOPOLOGICAL

PASCAL FILEL-4COMPILER

SABLE

- twcuws (Assist)

SABLE

EXECUTION

SIMULATION RESIJLTS

FIG 1-1: SABLE SIMULATION SYSI EM
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1.1 .I. An Example .

A small example is presented to illustrate how to use ADLIB/SABLE. A system is defined to

consist of five basic types of unitsan INPUT-PROCESS,a 2 bit AND gate,a 2 bit NOR gate,an

INVERTOR  and an OUTPUT-PROCESS. The INPUT-PROCESS and OUTPUT-PROCESS are

artifacts of SABLE; it is a way of introducing external inputs to the simulation environment and

obtaining outputs from the simulation to the external world. Fig l-2 shows the actual structure

using components of the types mentioned before. Figs l-3 through 1-6 contain the ADLIB

source code for each of the component types and Fig 1-7 describes the SDL description for

the example.

1
Jl AND

J 2

J 3

!NPUT PROCESS

O R

NOT . Ki

OUTPUT

PROCESS

FIG 1-2: AN EXAMPLE
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ADLIB CODE:
Comptypc INPUT-PROCESS;
Outward jI ,jZ,j3:intnet;
Var x:integer;
Begin
While true do begin

readln(x);assign  x to jl;
readln(x);assign  x to j2;

readln(x);assign  x to j3;
waitfor true delay 1 .O;
end;

End;

.

Comptype OUTPUT-PROCESS;
Inward kl :intnet;
Begin
While true do begin
Waitfor  true check kl ;
writeln(tty,kI);

end;
End;

Figu re I- 1: Comptypes INPUT-PROCESS,OUTPUT-PROCESS

Comptype INVERTOR;
Inward in1 :intnet;
Outward out:intnet;
Var tl :integer;
BEGIN
While true do begin

Waitfor  true check in1 ;
if in1 = 0 then tl: = 1 else tl : = 0;
Assign tl to out;
end;

END;

Figure l-2: Comptype lnvertor



While true do bcyin
Waitfor true ct~cc:k  in1 ,in2;
if in1 - 7 and iri2 =-. 1 then tl: = 1

else tl : = 0;
assign tl to out;
end;

END;

Figure l-3: Comptype AND2

Comptype OR2;
Inward in1 Jn2:intnet;
Outward 0ut:intnet;
Vnr tl :integer;
Begin

While true do begin
Waitfor true check in1 ,in2;
if inl - 1 or in2 = 1 then tl: = 1

else tl : = 0;
assign tl to out;
end;

END;

Figu rc l-4: Comptype OR2

SDL CODE:
Name:Test;
Types:INPUT-PROCESS,INVERTOR,AND2,OF32,0IITPUT-PROCESS
INPUT-PROCESS:inp;
OUTPUT-PROCESS:ou tp;
INVERTOR:inv;

AND2:and;
OR2:or;
end;
netsegfnent;
net1  -= inp.jl ,and.inl;
net=l= inp.jQnd.in2;
net3 = inp,j3,or.in2;
r-~c,t.q  -- and.out,or.inl ;
net5 = or.out,irw.inl;
net6 = inv.olr:,c?l!t~~.l\l;
endllets;
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The ‘inp’ is the process that reads values of jl ,j2,j3 from an input file and passes them over

to the ‘and’ and ‘or’. It then goes to sleep for 1 .O time units. None of the other  components are

activated \j$t since none of them have all their inputs assigned yet. After ‘inp’ has assigned

values to j ! ,j2,j3, ‘and’ starts to work followed by ‘or’ , ‘inv’ and finally ‘outp’. ‘outp’ directs

whatever value it gets to the terrninal screen and then goes to sleep. ‘inp’ wakes up again and

a fresh set of values are directed to its outward nets. The same story repeats and thus a

continuous stream of either 0 or 1 is seen on the terminal screen. The reader is requested to

bear this example in mind for it will be referred to while discussing deductive fault simulation.

Logic circuits are prone tz~ faults of various types. The types of faults encountered are

stuck-at aults,bridgingf - fauf;s and delay faults. This report will restrict to only single stuck-at

faults. First,because this p-c5!em can be handled reasonably well. Second,many complex

faults can be inferred from the stuck-at fault pattern. Single stuck-at faults imply that for a

component, only 0 n2 faulty node will be considered at a time unless there is reason to do

otherwise. ‘This special reason will be discussed in chapter 5. The idea behind fauit

simulation is as follows : gi\Jen  an input pattern (test pattern),one is interested in finding out

which of the stuck-at faults,considered  one at a time, will render the output(s) faulty. For,these

are the stuck-at fauits that can be detected with the test pattern.

There are four typzs of fault simulation techniques that are general!y used : One fault at a

tin~c,Par~llel,Deducti\/e  and Concurrent[G].  The Deductive technique is of particular interest

to us in the context of ADLIB-SABLE system. It will be later shown in chapter 5 that it is also

possible to implement  Concurrent fault simulation in ADLIB-SABLE.
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Deductive fault simulation has been defined in a variety of ways by different authors[l3].

The next section will provide an example to illustrate the basic concepts.

1.2.1. An Example

FIG l-8: 3 INPUT AND GATE

Consider a very simple circuita  3 input AND gate(Fig l-8). The inputs are a,b,c and the

output is d. The possible stuck-at faults are a(s-a-O),a(s-a-l),b(s-a-0),b(s-a-l),c(s-a-O),c(s-

a-l),d(s-a-0) and d(s-a-l). Also let the inputs be a = 1 ,b = 1 and c = 1. If there are no faultsthen

d = 1. Howeverjf  there is a fault in the circuit leading to a faulty output 0 then it could be either

of ‘d’ stuck-at 0 or ‘a’ stuck-at 0 or ‘b’ stuck-at 0 or ‘c’ stuck-at 0. Mathematically

written,F(d) - d(s-a-O)Va(s-a-O)Vb(s-a-O)Vc(s-a-O), where F(d) is called the fault list at node ‘d’

for single stuck-at faults.

If this gate had been a part of a large circuit with its inputs from other gatesthen each of

the nodes ‘a’,‘b’,‘c’ will have fault lists associated with them. Thus F[a] will have all the faults

from previous nodes that will lead to a faulty value for ‘a’,namely  0. Similarly there will be fault

lists F[b] and F[c] which will have a list of faults from previous nodes that will cause errors in

the value of nodes ‘b’ and ‘c’. Then F[d] = d(s-a-O)VF[a]VF[b]VF[c] and this will be a longer list

when expanded. The fault list so obtained is input dependent and is only valid for single

stuck-at faults.
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1.2.2. More Examples .

The technique has just been shown to work for a 3 input AND gate. In this subsection, it is

applied on OR and NOT gates. First the ‘OR’ gate as shown in Fig 1-9.

1 A

0 B C l

FIG l-9: 2 INPUT OR GATE

Here,the inputs are a,b and the output is c. Also let the inputs be a = 1 ,b = 0. Now,the

correct output for this input is 1. If the output is 0 then it is due to a fault ‘c’ stuck at 0. Also if

‘a’ is stuck at 0 then the output is in error. Thus the fault list is F(c)  = c(s-a-O)Va(s-a-0)  where

F(c) is the fault list for single stuck-at faults. If however,this OR gate is a part of a large circuit

and its inputs are from other gates then the fault list is obtained as follows. There will be fault

lists associated with the input nodes ‘a’ and ‘b’, namely F[a] and F[b]. All faults in F[a] lead to

a value 0 for ‘a’ and all faults in F[b] lead to a value 1 for ‘b’. Now,all faults in F[a] which are

not occuring in F[b] will cause faulty output. Thus the final fault list is F[c] = c(s-a-O)V{F[a]-

WII-

0 x -.fq- Y 1

FIG 1 - 10: AN INVERTOR

Here,the input is x and the output is y. Let the input x be 0. In an analogous way, the fault

list is F(y) = y&UI~Vx(s-a-7~ for single stuck-at faults. If this is a part of a large circuit,as

before,then F[y] = F[x]Vy(s-a-0).
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Chapter 2

GATE LEVEL FAULT SS ULATIO

2.1. The Mechanism and Flow Control

Observe in section 1.2 of chapter 1, how the fault lists F(a),F(b),F(c) were merged with

d(s-a-0) to create the Final fault list F(d). This selective merging OF fault lists, for a given input

pattern, will be called as the fault list marching from left (input end) to the right (output end).

Fault simulation of a circuit,for a given input pattern is complete when the fault list for the last

output node(s) is created and complete.

We term the entire art of fault list marching as flow control in the “deductive fault

simulation” terminology. This will reccur in fault simulation for sequential circuits and

functional fault simulation. The data structures and the procedures employed are described in

Figs 2-l through 2-4.

Every net in a circuit has an unique integer number. A net may be interconneting  several

nodes of several components and will have one logical value at any time. The fault list is a

linked list of records. Each net will have its own fault list denoted by a global array variable

F. A net with number 3 will have a fault list F(3) where F(3) is actually the header of the linked

list. Each entry in the linked list describes a net (by its identifying integer number ) and the

nature of the stuck-at fault. Thus F(3) may have two entries as shown below.



Nil

This means net 3 has a correct value of 1 and will be faulty if either net 3 is stuck-at logical 0

or net 2 ic ct3 3 uck at logical 1. f-Wdl  of the record can be any valid integer while field2  can be

either of s-a-l or s-a-0.

Now that F(n) and F(m) are known the three operations performed by the three procedures

can be explained. They are Crc!ate-list,  Merge-lists and Print-out. Print-out types out the

contents of the fault list of a net and takes in the net number as an argument. If a net ‘X’ has a

non faulty value 0 and is encountered for the first time in simulation, then a fault list F(X) is

created by Create-fist with the following entries :

Nil

The procedure Merge-lists takes in two argunlents  m,n  and it merges the contents of the

fault list pointed at by the header F(n) to the fault list F(m). The result of merging is pointed at

by the header F(m) and is shown below.

N 42

_‘.S-3-0
/

s-a-l

/
Nest Nest

1
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In the implementation on the Dee-20 sysiem  at StanfordJhe  net numbers are assigned as

parameters from the SDL description. For the circuit shown below, the SDL description would

be :

1 AND

2

1

Gl A---3 OR

4 Jr2

AND2 : Gl(I1 = “1”,12 = “2”,01 = “3”);

AND2 : G2(11 = “3”,12 = “4”,01 = “5”);

- 5

These actual parameters are passed by SABLE to the comptype AND2 which has il, i2 and

01 as formal parameters. The Adlib code would be like :

Comptype AND2(il  ,i2,ol :integer);
Begin

End;

The codes for the data structures and the procedures are given in the figures below.

Const
u = 0;one = 1 ;zero  = -1;

Type
Intnet-vat = (u,one,zero);
s-a = (s-a- 1 ,s-a-0);
q = record

field 1 :O. .99;
field2:sa;
next:?q;

end;
ptr = tq;
Nettype
lntnet = Intnet-val;

Var
F:array[l  ..lOO]of  ptr;
p:ptr;z:integer;

Figw re 2- I: Data Structures
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Procedure Create-list(m:integer;zl :s-a);
Begin
If F[m]<>nil  then writeln(‘Fault  list already created’)
Else if F[m] = nil then begin
new(p);
pt.fieldl : = m;pt.field2:  = zl ;
pt.next: = F[m];F[m]: = p;

end;
End;

Figure 2-2: Procedure : Create-list

Procedure Print-out(y:integer);
(*Printing out is enabled at user request*)
Var x:ptr;
Begin
IF trace = true then Begin

if F[y]<>nil then begin
x: = F[y];
writeln(tty,‘y = ‘,y);
while x<>nil do begin
writeln(tty,xt.fieldl ,xt.field2);
x: = xt.next;

end;
writeln;
end; end;
End;

Figure 2-3: Procedure : Print-out

Procedure Merge-lists(m,n:integer);
Var w:ptr;
Begin
w: = F[m];
while wt.next<>nil do begin

w: = wtnext;
end;

wtnext: = F[n];
End;

Figure 2-4: Procedure : Merge-lists

At this stage consider the example in Fig I-2 in chapter 1 and march the fault lists from left
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to right. The figure is drawn again (Fig 2-6)this  time without the OUTPUT-PROCESS but all

the nets given unique inleger numbers. The inputs are 1,l ,I for jl ,j2 and j3 assigned by the

input process which does it only once. The fault lists in the sequence they are created are

shown in the figure Fig 2-5 below.

FAULT LISTS :
F(2) = 2(s-a-0)
F(3) = 3(s-a-0)
F(5) = 5(s-a-0)
F(4) = 4(s-a-O)VF(2)VF(3)  = 4(s-a-O)V2(s-a-O)V3(s-a-0)
F(6) = 6(s-a-0)
F(7) = 7(s-a-  1 )VF(6)  = 7(s-a-  1 )VG(s-a-0)

FIG 2-5

( j IMPLIES NET IDENTIFYING NUMBERS

Jl (2)
J2 . (4) . (6)

- Gl

(3) - G 2  - N O T  -

J3 - (7)

(5)

FIG 2-6 : EXAMPLE

.
2.2. A Fault Model for a 2 input And Gate

For all the fault models that will be described in the remaining portion of this report the

following value system will be used, unless otherwise stated. ‘zero’ indicates logical 0, ‘one’

indicates logical 1 and ‘u’ denotes uninitialized value. At the start of simulation in ADLIB-

SABLE, ail nets are initialized to ‘u’.
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Comptype AND2(il ,i2,o 1 :integer;delayl  :real);  ’
Inward in1 ,in2:intnet;
Outward out:intnet;
Var temp:intnet;
Begin

Waitfor (in1 <> u) and (in2 <> u) check inl, in2;
If ((in1 = zero) or (in2 = zero)) then temp: = zero

else temp: = one;
if in1 = zero then create-list(i1  ,s-a-l) else

create-list(i1 ,s-a-0);
if in2 = zero then create-list(i2,s-a-1) else

create-list(i2,s-a-0);
if temp = zero then create-list(o1 ,s-a-l) else

create-list(o1  ,s-a-0);
if (in1 = zero) and (in2 = zero) then

assign zero to out delay delay1
else if ((in1 = one) and (in2 = zero)) then begin

merge-lists(o1 ,il);
assign zero to out delay delay1 ;

end
else if (in1 = zero) and (in2 = one) then begin

merge-lists(o1 ,i2); *
assign zero to out delay delay1 ;
end

else begin
merge-lists(o1 ,il); merge-l.ists(ol ,i2);
assign one to out delay delay1 ;

end;
End;

Fig 2-7 : Comptype AND2

The code (Fig 2-7) has the following effect on the AND gate. Until both input nets in1 ,in2 are

assigned a value either 0 or 1 the comptype is not awakened (initiating execution). This

ensures that a gate is fault simulated only when it is its turn, that is, all the inputs are assigned.

Once both nets in1 ,in2 are assigned then, depending on the input values, fault lists F(il),F(i2)

are created using the procedure Create-list. The value of the output is evaluated using the

input output relationship and the fault list F(o1) is created. Now, based on the input pattern

and remembering that only single stuck-at faults are detected, Merge-lists is utilized to

generate the final fault lists. If in1 = 1 and in2 = 1 then the model performs Merge-lists(i1  ,ol)

and Merge-lists(i2,ol). The fault list F(o1) is now complete and the value of the output is
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assigned to the output net so that subsequent gates can be fault simulated. In the case, where

the gate is a part of a larger circuit and thus fault lists F(il),F(i2)  already created, the code

(Fig2-7) writes out the output fault list at node 01.

2.3. Additional Fault Models

The fault models for an INVERTOR(Fig 2-9) and a 2 input OR gate(Fig 2-lO),in ADLIB-

SABLE,are given below in Figs 2-8 and 2-l 1 respectively. They use the same philosophy as

the comptype AND2 described in the earlier section.

Comptype INVERTOR(i1  ,ol :integer;delayl  :real);
Inward in1 :intnet;
Outward out:intnet;
Var temp:intnet;
Begin

Waitfor  in1 0 u check inl;
if in1 = one then temp: = zero

else temp: = one;
if in1 = zero then create-list(i1 ,s-a-l) else

create-list(i1 s-a-0);
if temp = zero then create-list(o1 s-a-1)  else

create-list(o1 s-a-0);
merge-lists(o1 ,il);

if in1 = zero then assign one to out delay delay1
else assign zero to out delay delay1 ;

End;

Fig 2-8 : Comptype INVERTOR

FIG 2-9: INVERTOR
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(11)
NET:INl (01)

4-l
NET:IN2  (12) NET:OUT

FIG 2-10: OR2

Comptype OR2(il ,i2,ol :integer;delayl :real);
Inward in1 ,in2:intnet;
Outward out:intnet;
Var temp:intnet;
Begin

Waitfor  (in1 <> u) and (in2 <> u) check inl, in2;
If (in1 = one) or (in2 = one) then temp: = one else temp: = zero;
if in1 = zero then create-list(i1  ,s-a-l) else

create-list(i1  s-a-0);
if in2 = zero then create-list(i2,sa-1)  else

create-list(i2,s-a-0);
if temp = zero then create-list(i3,s-a-1) else

create-list(i3,s-a-0);
if (in1 = zero) and (in2 = zero) then

begin
merge-lists(o1 jl);
merge-lists(o1 ,i2);
assign zero to out delay delay1 ;

end
else if (in1 = one) and (in2 = zero) then

begin
merge-lists(o1 ,il);
assign one to out delay delay1 ;

end
else if (in1 = zero) and (in2 = one) then

begin
merge- lists(o1  ,i2);
assign one to out delay delay1 ;

end
else assign one to out delay delay1 ;

End;

Fig 2-l 1 : Comptype OR2
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2.4. An Example
.

Fig 2-12 shows how to build a fault simulation to fault simulate the circuit in example Fig l-2

in chapter 1.

Comptype AND2(il ,i2,ol :integer;delayl  :real);
. . . . .
Begin
. . . .
End;

il ,i2,ol :integer;delay,1 :real);Comptype OR2(
. . . . .
Begin
. . . . .
End;

Comptype INVERTOR(i1  ,ol :integer;delayl  :real);
. . . .
Begin
m.....

End;

Comptype Input-Process; ! This assigns inputs to the circuit !
Begin
Assign one to jl; } Logical 1 values assigned to
Assign one to j2; } all three inputs.
Assign one to j3; }
End;
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EXAMPLE.SDL

Name:Test;
Types
AND2:and(il  = “1 “,i2 = “2”,ol = “4”);
OR2:or(il  = “4”,i2 = “3”,ol = “5”);
lNVERTOR:inv(il = “5”,01  = “6”);
INPUT-PROCESS:inp;
End;
Netseg ment

net1 = inp.jl ,and.inl;
net2 = inp.j2,and.in2;
net3 = inp.j3,or.in2;
net4 = and.out,or.inl  ;
net5 = or.out,inv.inl ;

Endnets;

Fig 2-12 : ADLIB,SDL  Codes for the Example.

For the fault simulation example just described, the trace of the creation and merging of the

fault lists in the sequence they occur, is given below.

1. Step1 : F(2) = 2(s-a-0); F(3) = 3(s-a-0);

2. Step2 : F(4) = 4(s-a-0);

3. Step3 : F(4) = F(4) V F(2) = 4(s-a-0) V 2(s-a-0);

4. Step4 : F(4) = F(4)VF(3)  = 4(s-a-0) V 2(s-a-0) V 3(s-a-0);

5. Step5 : F(5) = 5(s-a-0);

6. Step6 : F(6) = 6(s-a-0);

7. Step7 : F(7) = 7(s-a-1);

8. Step8 : F(7) = F(7) V F(6) = 7(s-a-l)  V 6(s-a-0);

The final complete fault list is F(7) = 7(s-a-1)  V 6(s-a-0).
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Processing Sequential Circuits

3.1. Realizing the problem

The previous chapter discussed deductive fault simulation on combinational logic circuits.

Unfortunately when applied to circuits with feedback loops the technique of chapter 2 fails. In

the following example it will be shown how the technique fails and the rest of the chapter

discusses ways to reasonably fault simulate sequential circuits.

,
1 E3 -

NAND N A N D  -

D

C

FIG 3-1: ClRClJlT WITH FEEDBACK

In the above figure, NAND gates Gl ,G2 are configured in a way that output node ‘d’ of Gl is

an input node of G2 and the output node ‘c’ of G2 is an input node of Gl. Input nodes ‘a’ and

‘b’ are assigned values externally. The irnplementation as explained in chapter 2 requires that

at least one of the two gates Gl ,G2 have both its inputs assigned first. Until that happens fault

simulation cannot begin. Here, neither Gl nor G2 qualify and thus fault simulation fails.



The reason f;M W~ulaiion  f;;lilod  in the previous exanrplc is because of the clost?d  loop

‘cd’. Elemcntr; in the closed path will have v;~lucc 6-i’3 ,tthcr st;;hlc or changing when power is

switched on. I-ooking  at the circuit one can tell that net ‘d’ can have value 1 or 0

(consequently net ‘c’ can be 0 or 1) but one cannot be more precise. Since fault simulation is

dependent on the input values, one has to be precise about the value of the nets ‘c’ and ‘d’.

3.2.  A Sclution

The solution proposed can be described as follows. The feedback loop is identified first.

Then it is broken at any point by the user and a delay element is inserted which carries with it

an initial value. An example would like this :

0 A

1 B

FIG 3-1B : C

Delay: Initial logic
value = 0.

Let the initail logic value of the delay be 0. This initial valrlc  could be either 0 or 1 and there

is no way of telling unless there is some mechanism which ensures a particular value always

at power up or there is a reset button. With the initial value, gate Gl has both its inputs

assigned and is simulated first. Hence F(b) = b(s-a-0);  F’(c) = c(s-a-1); F(d) = d(s-a-O)VF(c)

which can be expanded as F(d) = d(s-a-O)Vc(s-a-l).  Next gate G2 gets simulated and fault lists

are : F(a) = a(s-a-1); F(k) = k(s-a-O)VF(a) = k(s-a-O)Va(s-a-1).

If the implcmc;:r~tation  discussed in the previous chapter was followed, then sirnulation

\.voul~I have stopped and concluded that F(k) was complete.  However in this case fault



simulation is not yet complete. Once gate Gi is evaluated, the new value of k would be 1. This

is different from the previous initial value 0 and suggests that the results have not yet

stabilized. Until the values in the different nets of the loop stabilize, fault simulation should be

continued. The next cycle of fault simulation on the above example is continued. F(c) = c(s-

a-0); F(b) = b(s-a-0); F(d) = d(s-a-l)VF(c)VF(b)  which is rewritten as F(d) - d(s-a-l)Vc(s-

a-O)Vb(s-a-0); F(k) = k(s-a-0). The value of ‘c’ is 1 and hence the next value of k would be 1.

This was also the last time value of k and suggests stability has set in. A third simulation pass

must be carried out to verify stability. Observations show that sequential circuits with a single

loop stabilize in two iterations if they will stabilize at all. Some circuits like the 3 invertors

arranged in a loop will never stabilize since it is a deliberate oscillator. Such cases are

detected and terminated . That is, all the components in the loop are no longer executed.

Observations also indicate that the fault lists do not depend on the location of the delay.

FIG 3-2 : AN OSCILLATOR

The method of preprocessing sequential circuits to enable fault simulation requires that 1)

All feedback loops be identified. 2) Delays are inserted at proper places by the user. 3) Many

(three for a single loop) simulation cycles are to be executed on all the components chained

in the feedback loop.

These three requirements reveal some difficulties and will be discussed. In large sequential

circuits, there may be a large number of loops and the number of components chained in a

loop may be large. Requirement 3 indicates that the CPU time taken to fault simulate such

cases may be significant.
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The reason one needed to perform more than on& simulation pass is because one was not

aware of the correct value of the nets in the feedback loop. If it could be insisted upon that

sequential circuit designs have identifiable RS-latches so that there is some mechanism

which initializes feedback loops, then the problem would be greatly simplified. Sequential

circuits could then be simulated like combinational ones. Such an insistence may not be

unrealistic or too demanding in many technologies and in system level designs. However, one

can imagine certain scenarios where this is not obeyed. For those cases the straigtforward

method discussed in the begining of this section can be applied provided that the circuits are

reasonably small. In TTL technology initialization of feedback loops in sequential circuits is

done by either hitting a clear button or by designing them such that they change only on a

clock edge. Thus during the low state of the clock, the feedback loops get initialized and then

when the clock goes low, the circuit is activated. Based on the assumption that there are

identifiable RS-latches, a fault simulation technique is discussed next.

3.2.1. Circuits with RS latches breaking loops

Assume that all the feedback loops have been broken by RS-latches. During the

initialization phase, the feedback loops and thus the Q,QP nodes of each RS-latch get some

value assigned. On the arrival of the active edge fault simulation is performed as well as

evaluation of the circuit.

A RS-latch in a sequential circuit will be treated as a single component. That is, given the

R,S inputs and the present state of the Flipflop(  Q,QP values) new values for Q, QP and the

fault lists F(Q),F(QP) can be generated. How one obtains the fault lists will be discussed in

section 3.3. Using the RS-latch fault model and the fault model for 2 input AND gates shown in

chapter 2, a small sequential circuit will be fault sirnulated next.

In the example of figure 3-3, observe that the feedback loops have been broken by a single

latch. There are two gates Gl ,G2, a latch and to external inputs ‘x’ and ‘y’. As pei the model,
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X  - A N D

- Gl

Q - R

R S - L A T C H  - S

QP

- AND

Y - G2

FIG 3-3: A SMALL SEQUENTIAL CIRCUIT

initial values are assigned to Q and QP nets. In this particular case, the initial values are given

by the user. In other cases, the initialization input pattern itself can do the job. Once, initial

values are assigned to nets Q and QP, the gates Gl ,G2 can be fault simulated simultaneously.

Following them, the RS-latch will be fault simulated to yield the complete fault lists. Let the

inputs to ‘x’ and ‘y’ be 1 and 0 while Q - 1 and QP = 0. The fault lists are : F(R) - R(s-a-O)Vx(s-

a-O)VQold(s-a-0); F(S) = S(s-a-1). The values of R and S are 1 and 0. With these values and ?he

Q,QP values, the final state of the RS-latch as well as the fault lists for nets Q,QP are

evaluated. The fault lists so obtained may contain stuck-at faults for Qold,QPold  nets. This

means that the initialization is faulty. And a faulty initialization is the result of some faults that

occured  in the circuit when the previous input pattern was applied.

The above method of fault simulating sequential circuits is quite sirniiar to the technique for

simulating combinational circuits with the exception of identifying latches and assigning initial

values. It is also quite practical timewisc as shall be seen in chapter 7. Since the discipline of

breaking feedback loops by RS-latches is enforced on designs, the location of the latches is

known at design time. The extra burden of identifying feedback loops at a later time is

avoided.
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3.2.2. The general case
.

The method just described in subsection 3.2.1 is quite useful yet there is the need to fault

simulate the RS-latch itself at the gate level and other small circuits that do not have feedback

loops broken by latches. To fault simulate such circuits the technique discussed in the

begining of section 3.2 will be used. Some issues are :

1. Develop an algorithm to enumerate the minimum set of edges which when
removed renders the remaining circuit acyclic.

2. What is the difference if the delay is placed in one arm of a feedback loop as
opposed to any other.

3. If there are two or more loops that share a common edge, should it make a
difference if one delay was used at the common edge as against two delays at two
other places in the two loops.

The minimal set of edges whose removal makes the remaining circuit graph acyclic is termed

as minimum-feedback arc set in the literature. Deo[l7]  describes two algorithms that can

extract the minimal set. However both of the algorithms reported are computationally

complex.

To answer the last two questions, consider an example where there are two loops sharing a

common edge. First time simulation will be done using one delay on the common edge.

Second time, simulation will be done using two delays inserted in two different arms of the two

loops. Each case is shown in the two figures 3-5a and 3-5b below along with the fault lists.

The fault lists in both the cases are the same, but that does not imply that the answers to

questions 2 and 3 are universally no. For the same circuit, if ‘xl’ and ‘x2’ are both 1, different

fault lists are obtained by placing delay units arbitrarily and assigning arbitrary initial values.

The reason different fault lists are obtained, for the above case lies in the fact that the loop

can be stable in either a 0 or a 1 state. The different fault lists correspond to the different initial

values of the feedback loop. This is no error. In another simulator, SALOGS[l8],  sequential

circuits with feedback loops are fault simulated in the following way. None of the feedback ”
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1

x2

AND Y

K

DELAY

FIG 3-5A: DELAY INSERTED AT ONE ARM

0

x 2  -

r
And 7, - R

Fig 3-93 : TWO DELAYS INSERTEI)

LET INIT VALUE OF K BE 0

Z = O,F(Z) = Z(S-A-1)

L = O,F(L) = L(S-A-1)

Y = O,F(Y) = Y(S-A-1)

NEXT STEP,K = 0

STABILISED

Y=K

F(K) = F(Y) - Y(S-A- 1)

LET INITIAL LOGICAL VALUES

OF Q AND R BE BOTH 0

Y = O,F(Y)= Y(S-A-1)

Z=O,F(Z)=Z(S-A-I)VY(S-A-i)

L=O,F(L)= L(S-A-1)

NEXT STEP

Q = 0.1~ = 0. STABILISED

Q=Z,R=L

F(Q) = F(Z) = Z(S-A-l)VY(S-A-l)

F(R) = F(L) = L(S-A-1)

loops are broken nor are any delays inserted. Any input of a gate that lies in the feedback loop

is set to an unknown state. If a gate, on evaluation, has an output of either 0 or 1, then that
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gate is fault simulated. Otherwise, it I‘s not fault sim’ulated. Thus, for the example in fig 3?5b,

for xl = x2 = 1 input set, all of the outputs will be undefined. None of the three gates will be

fault simulated. A different approach is adopted in this report. Instead of not fault simulating

the gates in this case, the user specifies the initial value of the delay units and the fault lists

are generated for that initialization. The user may specify different initial values and thus get a

different set of fault lists. The user therefore gets some information rather than nothing at all.

3.3. RS-latch Fault Model

The entire structure of the fault simulation method as described in section 3.2.1 lies in a

single assumption : that all feedback loops are identifiable and that there is a fault rnodel for a

RS-latch. This section will derive this model. Consider a NOR implementation of the latch and

derive the model. A NAND implementation can be handled similarly. Figure 3-6 contains the

RS-latch and the truth table. However, the fault model has more extensions built into it than a

simple RS-latch. There are two variables Prev-Q and Prev-QP which store the initial values of

Q and OP. Four cases will be considered corresponding to the four combinations of R and S

inputs and derive the fault list in each case. Note that Q= 1 and QP = 1 cannot be stable

values.

- NAND

RR SS QQ QPQP

00 11 11 00

11 00 00 11

11 11 00 00

00 00 PREVPREV PREVPREV

Q QP

I I I

FIG 3-6 : RS LATCH AND THE TRUTH TABLE
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Case 1: R I= 0, S - 1. Using the method given in 3.2.2, the fault lists are:
F(Q) = Q(s-a-c)VQP(s-a-l  )VR(s-a-l).
F(QP) = QP(s-a-l).

However if S is s-a-0 and Prev-Q = 0 then the new Q value will be 0 and
is faulty, Similarly if S is s-a-0 and Prev-QP = 1 then the new value of QP will
be 1 and this is faulty too. The final fault lists must read

F(Q) =I: {F(Q) if Prev-Q = 1
{F(Q)VS(s-a-0)  if Prev-Q = 0.

F(QP) = {F(QP) if Prev-QP = 0
{F(QP)VS(s-a-0)  if Prev-QP = 1.

Case 2: R = 1, S = 0. Using the method in 3.2.2, the fault lists are:
F(QP) = QP(s-a-O)VQ(s-a-l)VS(s-a-l).
F(Q) = Q(s-a-1).

However if R is s-a-0 and Prev-Q = 1 then the new Q value will be 1 and
is faulty. Similarly if R is s-a-0 and Prev-QP = 0 then the new value of QP will
be 1 and this is faulty too. The final fault lists must read

F(Q) = {F(Q) if Prev-Q = 0
{F(Q)VR(s-a-0)  if Prev-Q = 1.

F(QP) = {F(QP) if Prev-QP = 1
{F(QP)VR(s-a-0)  if Prev-QP = 0.

Case 3: R = 1, S = 1. Using the method in 3.2.2, the fault lists are:
F(Q) = Q(s-a-l)VS(s-a-0)
F(QP) = QP(s-a-l)VR(s-a-0)

Case 4: R = 0, S = 0. For this condition the new values of Q and QP
are the initialized values Prev-Q and Prev-QP respectively. Only
two cases need be ccnsidered  and the other one is ignored.

Case(i): Prev-Q = 0, Prev-QP = 1; Hence Q = 0, QP = 1.
Using the method in 3.2.2 with the delay element
initialized to 0, fault lists are :
F(Q) = Q(s-a-l)VQP(s-a-O)VS(s-a-l)
F(QP) = QP(s-a-O)VQ(s-a-l)VS(s-a-l)

Case(ii): Prev-Q = 1, Prev-QP = 0; Hence Q = 1, QP = 0.
Using the method in 3.2.2 with the
delay element initialized to 1, the
fault lists are :
F(Q) = Q(s-a-O)VQP(s-a-l)VR(s-a-l)
F(QP) = QP(s-a-  1 )VQ(s-a-O)VR(s-a-  1)

If Prev-Q = 0 and Prev-QP = 0 (which may result from previous R = S = 1)
and the new R and S inputs are both 0 then the final stabilized
values of Q and QP will be outcome of a race between the two gates.
The fault lists will therefore depend on the finai outcome and such
faults are termed by Armstrong[l3]  as star faults. This case is
ignored as the fault simulator cannot handle races.
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Chapter 4

Functional Level Simulation

4.1. The principle

4.1.1. Introduction

The last two chapters talked about deductive fault simulation of combinational and

sequential circuits at the gate level. The time to perform fault simulation of a circuit is a

function of the number of components simulated. Hence it would mean considerable savings

in time if simulation could be done at a much higher level, whereby a single component

represents rnany gates. This is also supported by the fact that, in normal computer  circuits, a

large number of functional blocks, like adders,counters, multipliers are present. All one is

concerned about in a functional block is the input-output relationship, represented either by a

boolean equation (or a se&) or by a truth table. In some cases, where the manufacturer

supplies only the functional specification and not the gate level description (one such

example would be a microprocessor chip), a functional level fault simulation is all that can be

perFormed.

Apart from saving considerable tirne, functional fault models of ‘sequential blocks like

counters,registers  may be much simpler to deal with than at the gate level. A price, associated

with this advantage, is the loss of accuracy and detailed information regarding internal faults.

The fault lists obtained in functional fault simulation contain no information on the nature of

‘faults of the gates that make up the functional block. Fig 4-1 shows the functionai model of a
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l-bit full  adder by a black box with 3 inputs a, b, Gin and 2 outputs s, Cout and the boolean

equations described below. The notation ‘*’means boolean multiplication ’ -t- ’ means boolean

addition and ‘-’ implies complement. The next subsection shows how to build a fault model

for a 1 -bit adder.

S COUT

FIG 4-1 : A 1 -BIT ADDER

S = Cin * ( -A * -B -t A * B) t -Gin * ( -A * B + A * -B);
Cout = Cin * (A + B) + A * B;

Fig 4-l : A 1 -bit Adder

4.1.2. Building a fault model

In this subsection the functional fault model for a l-bit full adder will be built. Tables 4-l and

4.2 contain the truth tab!es for Cout(carry out) and S(sum) outputs. For a given input set of

values for Cin,a,b one can read the Cout and the S bit from the tables 1 and 2. Let

Cin = 1 ,a = 0,b = 0. At this point recall the data structures and the procedures that were

discussed in chapter 2. Fault lists F(Cin) = Cin(s-a-O),  F(a) = a(s-a-l) and F(b) = b(s-a-l) will be

created. For this input pattern the correct outputs are S = 1, Cout = 0,as read from the tables 1

and 2. The fault lists for these nodes are F(S) = S(s-a-O),F(Cout) = Cout(s-a-l). There are three

single stuck-at faults possible at the inputs. They are considered one at a time. If Cin is

stuck-St  0 then the faulty input pattern is Cin = 0,a = 0,b = 0 for which Cout is 0 (from table 1)
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and S is 0 (from table 2). Since Cout stuck-at 0 makes the S output differ from the correct

value, it must be included in the fault list for S. I-lcnce  F(S) = F(S)VCin(s-a-0). For ‘a’ stuck-at 1,

Cout = 1 and S= 0 and similarly the fault lists are deduced to be F(S) = F(S)Va(s-a-l);

F(Cout) = F(Cout)Va(s-a-l). Finally for ‘b’ stuck-at I the fault lists are as follows. F(S) = S(s-

a-O)VCin(s-a-O)Va(s-a-l)Vb(s-a-l); F(Cout) = Cout(s-a-l)Va(s-a-l)Vb(s-a-l).  The fault lists are

now complete and the fault model demonstrated here is coded in Fig 4-2. In the code, the

functions Table1 and Table2 accept 3 arguments namely values of Cin,a,b and return the

values of outputs Cout and
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CIN

CIN

TABLE 4.2 TRUTH TABLE FOR THE S OUTPUT

A

TABLE 4.1 : TRU

1
COUT

-H TABLE FOR THE COUT OUTPUT

A ’ I S
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Comptype 1 -bit-adder(i1 ,i2,i3,ol ,o2:int’eger;delayl  :real);
(* il is ncde number for ‘a’,i2 for ‘b’,i3 for ‘Cin’,ol

for ‘s’ and 02 for ‘Cout’ *)
Inward a,b,Cin:intnet;
Outward s,Cout:intnet;
Var tl ,t2$3,t4,t5:intnet-val;
Function Table1 (g,h,m:intnet-val):intnet-val;
begin . . . . . . . end;
Function Table2(g,h,m:intnet-val):intnet-val;
begin . . . . . . . end;
Begin
Waitfor  (a<>u)and(b<>u)and(Cin<>u) check a,b,Cin;

tl : = a;t2: = b;t3: = Cin;
t4: = table1 (tl ,t2,t3);
t5: = table2(tl  ,t2,t3);
if tl = zero then create-list(i1 ,s-a-l)

else create-list(i1  ,s-a-0);
. . . ..*.*...**...
if t5 = zero then create-list(o2,sa-1)

else create-list(o2,sa-0);
if (tl = zero) and (t40tablel  (one,t2,t3))

then merge-lists(o1 ,il)
else if (tl = one) and (t40tablel  (zero,t2,t3))

then merge-lists(o1 ,il);
if (tl = zero) and (t5<>table2(one,t2,t3))

then merge-lists(o2,il)
else if (tl = one) and (t5<>tabie2(zero,t2,t3))

then mergeJists(o2,ol);
. .

.,..,.....................,
if (t3 = zero) and (t5<>table2(tl  ,t2,one))

then merge-lists(o2j3)
else if (t3 = one)and(t4<>tablel  (tl J2,zero))

then mergeJists(o2j3);
Assign t4 to s delay delay1 ; Assign t5 to Cout delay delayl;
End;

Figure: 4-2 : Comptype 1 -bit Adder

4.2. Several Functional Module Examples

In the last section, a method was shown for building a functional fault model for a l-bit

adder. As the reader can see, for a functional block with more number of inputs and outputs,

the tables quickly become very large. One can point out that reading the table is equivalent to

logically evaluating the outputs using the boolean equations. And with an increasing number
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of inputs and outputs as is the case with complex functional blocks, the boolean equations

become quite complex. The remaining portion of this chapter will discuss elegant methods to

modularize complex functional blocks and render fault simulation easy.

4.2.1. Adder Fault Model

For a 4-bit adder (Fig 4-3) functional diagram, the outputs SO through S3C3  are functions

of A0 through A3,BO  through B3 and Cin. The table for 9 inputs would be prohibitively large.

Equivalently, the set of boolean equations with some of the equations having 9 variables

would be quite complex.

A3 A2 Al A0 83 82 Bl B O CIN

4 BIT ADDER

IIII I
s3 s2 Sl so COUT

SO Al Sl A 2 S2 A3 s3

A0 -

BO - 1 81 - 2 B2

y 3.r

3 B3 4

C I N  -

c o C l c 2 c3

FIG 4-3: DECOMPOSED FOUR BIT ADDER

A technique is adopted whereby the 4-bit adder is functicn,\lly  decomposed into four l-bit

adders which are simuiated one-by-one. The least significant bit adder has the inputs

AO,BO,Cin assigned and is simulated first. The values of the outputs SO,CO and the fault fists

F(SO),F(CO) are evaluated in terms of AO,BO  and Gin. CO is the intermediate carry bit and has

been created to enable fault propagation down to the next bit adder. The next bit adder is
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fault simulated next and the fault lists F(SI), ‘F(C1)  are generated in terms of AO, Al ,BO,Bl  ,Cin.

Proceeding in this way fault lists F(S3),F(C3)  are generated. If there is a l-bit adder Comptype

in the ADLIB source code, then to simulate a 4-bit adder, interconnect four of these using

SDL. The SDL code is given below:

SDL CODE:
Types:1  -bit-adder;
Nl :I -bit-adder(cin,aO,bO,sO,cO);
N2:l  -bit-adder(cO,al ,bl ,sl ,cl);
N3:l  -bit-adder(c1 ,a2,b2,s2,c2);
N4:l  -bit-adder(c2,a3,b3,s3,c3);
net1 = Nl .out2,N2.inl;
net2 = N2.out2,N3.inl;
net3 = N3.out2,N4.inl;
End;

There is one disadvantage with the above approach. A user trying to fault simulate a 4-bit

adder might get unnecessarily confused with the fault lists associated with the internal nodes

CO,CI ,C2. A higher-level functional model is created and called comptype “4-bit-adder”.  This

model will describe the function of all four 1 -bit adders in a single comptype description. What

was earlier called CO,Cl ,C2 are now internal variables to the fault mode! and the user only

gets the fault lists F(SO),F(Sl),F(S2),F(S3)  and F(C3). In this comptype there is a procedure

‘Adderl’ which does the work of simulating a l-bit adder that is called four times. The three

internal carry variables are temp-cO,temp-cl  and temp-c2. The code is listed on the following

paw.
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.
Comptype 4-bit-Adder(i1  ,i2$3,i4,i5,

i6,i7,i8,i9,ol  ,o2,o3,o4$5:integer;defay:reaf);
fnward aO,bO,al  ,bl ,a2,b2,a3,b3,Cin:intnet;
Outward ~0,s 1 ,s2,s3,Cout:intnet;
Var
Temp-cO,Temp-cl ,Temp-c2:integer;
taO,tbO,tal ,tbl ,ta2,tb2,ta3,tb3,tCin:intnet;
tsO,tsl ,ts2,ts3,tCout,tcO,tcl ,tc2:intnet;

Procedure Adder1 (ia,ib,ic,od,oe:integer;
xa,xb,xc,xd,xe:intnet);

(* Code similar to the code as in section 4.1.2 *)
Begin
xd: = table1  (xa,xb,xc);xe: = table2(xa,xb,xc);
if xa = zero then create-list(ia,s-a-1) else

create-list(ia,s-a-0);
if xb = zero then create-list(ib,s-a-l) else

create-list(ib,s-a-0);
if xc = zero then create-list(ic,s-a-1) else

create-list(ic,s-a-0);
if xd L= zero then create-list(od,s-a-1) else

create-fist(od,s-a-0);
if xe = zero then create-list(oe,s-a-1) else

create-list(oe,s-a-0);
if (xa = zero) and xd<>tablel  (one,xb,xc) then

merge-lists(od,ia)
else if . . . . . . .

. . . .
End; (* Procedure *)

Begin
Waitfor (aO<>u)  and (..) and . . ..(Cin<>u)

check a0 ,...... Cin;
ta0: = aO;tbO: = bO;tal : = al ;tbl : = bl ;ta2: = a2;Temp-co:  = 9666;
tb2: = b2;ta3: = a3;tb3: = b3;tCin: = Cin;Temp-cl : = 9667;
Temp-c2: = 9668;
Adder1 (aO,bO,Cin,sO,Temp-cO,taO,tbO,tCin,tcO,tsO);
(* First 1 -bit Adder *)
Adder1 (al ,bl ,Temp-cO,sl ,Temp-cl ,tal ,tbl ,tcO,tcl ,tsl);
(* Second 1 -bit Adder *)
Adder1 (a2,b2,Temp-c  1 ,s2,Temp-c2,ta2,tb2,tcl  ,tc2,ts2);

(* Third 1 -bit Adder *)
Adder1 (a3,b3,Temp-c2,s3,Cout,ta3,tb3,tc2,tCout,ts3);
(* Fourth 1 -bit Adder *)

Assign ts0 to SO delay delay1 ;
Assign tsl to sl delay delay1 ;
Assign ts2 to s2 delay delay1 ;
Assign ts3 to s3 delay delay1 ;

Assign tCout to Cout delay delay1 ;
End;



4.2.2. 7-Flipflop  FatlIt Modct .

A T typz Fliyf!op  is considered and its fault model prescntz?d.  For simplicity, assume that the

Flipflop has a clock input (Inclk),a T input (InT) an output(OutQx)  and a state OltlQx which

needs to be initialisecl  by the user. This state is also the same as the last output OutQx. All

inputs a.ncl  outputs can be either 0 or 1. The clock value is encoded. A 1 implies a correct

clock edge switched from a logical 0 to 1 while a 0 irnplies otherwise. The table describing the

input output relationship and the boolean equation are both given below. Before the TFF can

be fault sirnulatecl, the state variable has to be initialissd by the user. The fault model can be

extended to incorporate reset and clear inputs by increasing the code as well and the number

of variables in the boolean inptit-output relationship.

INT

OUTQ

NCLK

INCLK

0

0

0

0

1

1

I

1

INT OLDQX OUTQ

TABLE 4-3: TRUTti TABLE FOR A T FF

The TFF funciional  fault model, described by the code in Fig 4-4, is built analogous to the

adder model descibed in an earlier section. A function Evnl-Qx  accepts Inclk,lnT,OIdQx  as

nrgumcnts  and returns the value of the output OutQx. The variable OldQx in the TFF model is

also assigned an initial value.
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Cornptype TFF(lclk,lT,OQx,OlQx:integer;delay? :real);
Inward lnclk,lnT:intnet;
Outward 0utQx:intnet;
Var tl ,t2$3,t4,t%intnet;
Function Eval-Qx(g,h,i:intnet):intnet;
begin . . . . . . . end;

Begin
OldQx: = one;
Waitfor  true (Inclk<>u)  and (InT<>u) check Inclk,lnT;
t1: = Inclk;t2:  = tnT;t3: = 0ldQx;TQx:  = Eval-Qx(t1 ,t2,t3);
if lnclk = zero then Create-list(lclk,s-a-1)

else Create-list(lclk,s-a-0);
..m..........
if TQx = zero then Create-list(OQx,s-a-l)

else Create- tist(OQx,s-a-0);
if (OldQx = zero) and (TQx<>EvaLQx(one,t2,t3))  then

merge-lists(OQx,OlQx)
else if (OldQx = one) and (TQx<>EvaLQx(zero,t2,t3))  then

merge- lists(OQx,OlQx);
.,I...........
Assign TQx to OutQx  delay delay1 ;
Print-out(OQx); ,

End;
Figure 4-4 : Comptype T-Flipflop

If the fault list F(OQx) contains a stuck-at fault at node OIQx, all it means is that some stuck-at

faults in the previous input pattern or in the circuit with the nrevious input pattern has left the

flipflop in a wrong state for the present input pattern.

4.2.3. 4-bit Register Fault Model

To illustrate a simple functional fault model of a 4-bit register, consider a 4-bit register with

a clock input (the active edge is the low to high edge), a serial input (SIN), a serial output

(SOUT) and four outputs QO through Q3. Figure 4-5 below shows a picture of it. The fault

model can be easily extended to incorporate shift-rightshift-leftload-parallel inputs by adding

more variables to the boolean equation(s) and adding more code to the comptype.

Four state variables SO,Sl,S2,S3  contain the initial state of the shift register and require

user initialization before fault simulation can begin. The clock lnclk is encoded such that a 1

means a correct transition while a 0 means otherwise. When lnclk = 1 and SIN = -1 then the
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FIG 4-5: A 4 BIT REGISTER

new value of QO and SO become 1. The new value of Ql and Sl become same as the old value

of SO while that of Q2 and S2 become equal to the old value of Sl and so on. To build a fault

model for the 4-bit register, it is decomposed into four conceptual blocks (each a l-bit

register) first. In figure 4-6 below, yl ,y2,y3 are the temporary internal links from one l-bit

register to another. What is intended to be done is something similar to what was done in the

case of the adder in section 4.2.1. A procedure within the comptype which can build the iault

lists for a single l-bit register is called four times. For a B-bit or :6-bit register, the procedure

will have to be called 8 or 16 times.

QO Ql cl2 Q3

r

SIN -’ SO Sl s2 s3 - s o u l -

INCLK

FIG 4-6 : DECOMPOSED 4 BIT REGISTER

The truth table for a single 1 -bit register and a single -1 -bit register are shown in table 4-4.

The final fault lists F(Q0) through F(Q3) may contain stuck-at faults at nodes SO through S3.

What all it means is that some stuck-at faults in the previous input pattern or in the circuit with

the previous input pattern has left the register in an erroneous state for the present input

pattern. The ADLIR code is given in Fig 4-7.
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.

Qx=Sx+l

Y x  - sx - Y x + l

INCLK

INCLK

0

0

0

1

0 0

TABLE 4-4 : TRUTH TABEL FOR THE 1 BIT REGISTER

Comptype 4-bit-register(lclk.,SIN,SO,...S3,OQO,..OQ3:~ntegerj;
Inward SIN,lnclk:intnet;
Outward QO,..Q3:intnet;
Var TQO,..TQ3,TSIN,TCLK:intnet-val;
Procedure 1 -bit-register(.....);
begin
..This fault simulates a ‘1 -bit register..

end;
Begin
TSO: = 1., . . . ..TS3. = 1; (* Assign initial values *)
Waitfor  (Inclk<>u)  and (TSIN<>u)  check TSIN,lnclk;
if lncik = 0 then Create-list(lclk,s-a-l)

else Create-list(lclk,s-a-0);
1-bit-register(..... )(* fault simulates first 1 -bit register *)
1 -bit-register(..... )( * fault simulates second 1 -bit register *)

l-bit-register(..... )(* fault simulates third 1 -bit register *)
1 -bit-register(..... )(* fault simulates final 1 -bit register *)

Assign TQO to QO delay 0.0; . . . ..Assign TQ3 to Q3 delay 0.0;
End;

Fig 4-7 : Comptype 4-bit Register
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4.2.4. Asynchronous Counter Fault Model

In this subsection, a simple implementation of an asynchronous counter from T-flipflops is

considered and the fault model deduced. Four Tff’s are interconnected in a manner shown in

the figure 4-8 below. The clock input of the leftmost one is connected to an external clock and

assume that each Tff is active on the positive edge of the clock.

1 1
I I I. 1 ,

C K A CKB CKC CKD

FIG 4-8 : DECOMPOSED ASYN COUNTER

Each Tff has an input clock, a T-input that is tied permanently to logical 1, an output Q and

two state variables. One state variable OldQa stores the old value of Qa (or the state) and

another state variable OldCKa remembers the last logical value of the clock input. For each of

these l-bit counters, there is a model (comptype l-bit counter). The input output truth table

and the boolean equation for a single l-bit counter is given below. In this model,the  states

OldQa ,.....OldQd,OldCka,....O!dCkd  will all have to be initialized before simulation can begin.

On a value assigned from an external clock to Cka, the A l-bit counter is fault simulated

first. The fault list F(Qa) involves the nodes Ta,Cka,OldQa  and OldCka. Once F(Qa) is

obtained, the next B l-bit counter is fault simulated and so on. This modular fault model of the

asynchronous counter is easily extensible to more than 4-bit asynchronous counter.
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TA ILDQA OLDCI<A CKA QA

.

TA ILDQA OLDCKA CKA QA

TABLE 4-5: TRUTH TABLE FOR ASYN COUNTER

4.25 Synchronous Counter Fault Model

Consider a 4.bit synchronous counter with four outputs Qa,Qb,Qc,Qd,one  clock input Inclk

(encoded in the same manner as the Tff in subsection 3.2.2), a ripple carry output(  to connect

synchronous counters) and four state variables OldQa through OldQd. A set of 5 boolean

equations relating the inputs to the outputs is used to construct the fault model in a manner

similar to the ones described earlier.

QA QB QC QD

OLDQA OLDQB OLDQC OLDQD

:

RIPPLE CARRY

I CK

FIG4-9 : SYNCHRONOUS COUNTER
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4.2.6. Memory !?nit Fault Model .

The problem of functionally fault simulating a memory is severe since there is usually no

boolean relationship between the address(the input) and the contents (output). This is

explained with the help of an example. l-he example considered is a 8.bit address memory

with 8.bits of output. If the memory unit is a ROM, then its contents are supplied to the

simulation program by the user. If the memory unit is a RAM then, its contents can change in

the course of a simulation.

ADDRESS INPUTS

A0 Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7

MEMORY MODULE

I

0 7 06 05 04 03 02 01 00

OUTPUTS

FIG 4-10 : MEMORY UNIT

Let the address input be 11111100. Let the address lines be called A7 through AO. To do

deductive simulation the content of locations

11111100,11111101,11111110,11111000,11110100,11101100,11011100,10111100 and

01111100 have to be known and only these have to be stored in the program. Each of

these,except the first, correspond to a faulty address based on a single bit stuck-at fault at

each of the 8 bit positions of the address. Let the outputs be 00 through 07.0nly those faulty

inputs which lead to a content different from that of the location 11111100 will contribute to

the fault list. For example if only content of location 10111100 is different from that of the

correct one in the first position then the fault list will be F(O7) = 07~sa-WI)VAGk-a-0).  For a.
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memory of address length 16 or 32, the fault simulation requires the knowledge of the

contents of 16 or 32 specific locations, when only one address vector is used in fault

simulation. When the memory is the part of a large circuit and each of the address pins A0

through A7 have fault lists F[AO] through F[A7] associated with them,then  a check must be

made whether there are any faults common between F[AO],F[Al],..F[A7].  If there are, that

means two or more pins(AO through A7) may be simultaneously faulty due to a single stuck-at

fault at an earlier node (this may happen when there is a reconvergence in the circuit

preceeding  the memory unit). The contents of the memory locations, addressed by the

specified faulty bits will be necessary. In the course of fault simulation, the memory mcdule

may be fault simulated more than once with different address vectors. For this reason, it might

be necessary to store the contents of all the memory locations in a table.

In [lG],Akers  describes how to use binary decision trees to handle complex functional

boolean relationships. Our strategy,namely looking at the contents of memory locations,each

address being off from the non-faulty one by a single stuck-at faultis very economic and is

similar to Akers’ idea.

4.2.7. ALU Fault Model

The ALU used as an example is the TI-SN74381 (Fig 4-l l), a 4.bit wide circuit. It has three

select lines for choosing the function,4-bit  input ‘A’,4-bit input ‘B’ and a single bit Cin. The

function select table is given in Table 4-6. To do deductive fault simulation it is necessary to

know the truth table for 12 inputs and 5 outputs. To avoid this difficulty the 4.bit ALU is

functionally decomposed into four 1 -bit AL&. The lowest significant 1 -bit is simulated first

and the relevant fault list is generated before the next significant bit is simulated. The

functions add(A + B), subtract(A-B), subtract(B-A) propagate carry’s and borrow’s from the

lowest significant bit to the most significant bit. This naturally supports propagating the fault

lists from the lowest significant -I -bit ALU to the most signiticant 1 -bit MU. For the truth table



for a singlc l-bit ALU, pkase refer to the T,!,  cat~;lor_l.  It can be used by all of the four 1 ,bit

ALlJ’s. We outputs are f-0 and Cncxt(uscM  only for add and subtrzcl).  Cnext from one

significant bit become s Gin for the next sirjnificant bit. The fault modrsl  would be quite

analogous to th e several rnocieis  deduced in tlw earlier sections.

BO

Bi

B2

B3

A0

A l

A2

A3

F3

F2

Fl

FO

s2

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

Sl SO

-

0 0

0 I

1 0

I I

0 0

0 1

1 0

1 1

FIJNCTION

CLEAR

B-A

A-B

A+B

A EXOR B

AORB

A A N D B

PRESET

TABLE4-6  : FUNCTION SELECT TABLE

s 2  Sl s o

FIG 4-l 1: ALU

A0 - - - -  F O

DO - 1 BIT ALU - Cl [TO NEXT STAGE]

co-

s 2  Sl s o

FIG 4-l lt3: ONE BIT ALU
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4.2.8. Multiplier Fault Model
.

Simulation of a 16 by 16 unsigned binary multiplier chip can be achieved using a technique

of functional decomposition into manageable modules. Conventionally one requires a table

with 32 inputs(16 from multiplier and 16 from multiplicand) and 32 outputs(the result) or an

equivalent set of complex boolean equations. Instead a method is adopted which is explained

with a simple 3 bit X 3 bit multiplication example.

a2 al a0
X b2 bl b0

__-___----__---__--___________
a2.bO  al.bO a O . b O  --(1)

+ bl.a2 b l . a l  bl.aO --(2)
__--__-----_--_------------------------------
+ bl .a2 (a2.bO  -t al .bl) (al .bO + bl .aO) aO.bO 43)

b2.a2 b2.al b2.aO 44)
_-_--__-__---_--___------------------------------
b2.a2 (bl .a2 + al .b2)  (b2.aO  + a2.bO  + al .bl) (al .bO + bl .aO) aO.bO-(5)

In the example above is shown a simple 3bit X 3bit multiplication with all the intermediate

partial products. Along with the value of partial product  ‘aO.bO’ , is also obtained the fault list

involving the stuck-at faults at nodes a0 and b0. This is done for all the partial products on

lines 1 and 2. Partial sums like ‘al .bO -t- a0.b-l’ are obtained in line 3 and once again, the fault

list involving stuck-at faults for al ,bO,aO,bl can be obtained. In this manner eventually the

fault lists for SO through SS involving stuck-at faults at nodes a0 through b2 are deduced. This

method, shown for a 3bit X 3bit multiplication, can be extended to a 16X1 6 multiplier.
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4.2.9. Fault Models for other FunctionaT  Blocks

Multiplexers,combinational  PLA’s ,even other functional sequential blocks that can be

represented by a set of boolean equations ( or a partial truth table) can be fault simulated. In

the worst case where the complex functional block cannot be reasonably modularised, one

can still work with those complex boolean equations.

4.3. An Invariance Principle

A very interesting observation has been made in the functional simulation technique. All

along when building fault models for adders,counters,registers either the implementation

details have been ignored or a particular implementation was assumed. It is quite legitimate to

imagine that there could be more than one implementation or that there could be a number of

different boolean representations for the same functional block. Deductive functional fault

simulation will always give the same result no matter what implementation or what boolean

equations are assumed while building the fault model. Intuitively, the fault lists obtained,

involve stuck-at faults at only the input and output nodes and hence should be indifferent to

the internal implementation. A formal proof of the invariance principle, as applied to

combinational and sequential circuits, is given in the two following subsections 4.3.1 and

4.3.2.

4.3.1. Corn binational Functional Blocks

So far, combinational functional models have been built without having worried about the

implementation details. For example, while building the functional fault model for the 4-bit

Adder in section 4.2.1,  a particular implernentation strategy was assumed and the model

deduced. However, the 4-bit Adder can be implemented in a variety of ways. It appears

intuitively obvious that the output fault lists, given input fault lists , will be indifferent to the

internal implementation details since the combinational functional model concerns only with
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the stuck-at faults at the input and output nodes. In <his section, a formal proof is presented to

that effect.

AL(l) I1 1

. . F

. . I G
: .

AL(N) IN N -

FIG 4-12A : ONE REPRESENTATION OF THE FUNCTIONAL BLOCK

al(l) il 1

N-0 in n

Y

1 01 WI)

M OM

- 1

- . .

- . .

. .

. .

. .

- m

BUM)

Wl)

bO-0

FIG 4-12B : ANOTHER FCJNCTIONAL  REPRESENTATION

In Figures 4-12a and 4-12b, F, f are the boolean mappings while G, g are the fault list

mappings for the two representations of the same combinational functional block. Input

boolean vectors I ,i, output boolean vectors O,o, input fault list vectors AL,al and output fault

list vectors BL,bl are shown expanded below. I = (I 1,12,..IN),  i = (il ,i2,.in),  O= (o-1,02 ,,... OM),

0 = (01,02 ,.... om), AL = (AL(l)  ,...... AL(N)), al - (al(l) ,..... al(n)), BL = (BL(l),....BL(M)),

bl = (blfl) ,..... bl(m)).

Each of the two figures, shown above, represent the same functional block. The figure
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4-12A representation is characterised by fhk input output mapping F while the figure 4-12B

representation is characterized by the mapping f. Incidentally, the proof is restricted to only

{O,l} logic states and single stuck-at faults. The assumption is that mappings F, f are

equivalent. Also the same input boolean vectors and input fault lists are applied to both

representations.

Stated rnath~matically,
I=i

0 = F(l) = f(i) = o

AL=al

BL=bl . ..eqn(l)

The fault list for any node is a set (collection) of stuck-at faults at some nodes, each of which

can force a complement of the correct value at that particular node. The only operation on a

fault list is addition i.e. a new stuck-at fault is added to the set of faults in the fault list. This

addition is commutative, hence the order in which the stuck-at faults are added to a fault list is

immaterial. Two fault lists corresponding to the same node are identical if their contents are

identical. The idea of fault simulation is to apply the input fault lists to a functional block and

obtain output fault lists. Mathematically expressed, there is a transformation between the

input and output fault lists.

In fig 1 : BL = G(AL) where AL,BL are input and output fault list vectors.

In fig 2 : bl = g(al) where al,bl are input and output fault list vectors.

The aim is to prove that the transformations G and g are equivalent. Already F and f are

equivalent. If there is a way of mapping G to g and F to f then there is a chance of proving the

point. A three step strategy is adopted. The first step will try to map input fault lists into {OJ}

input boolean vectors. In the second step, these input vectors are operated by mappings F

and f as appropriate and mapped into output boolean vectors. The third and final step will try

to map the output boolean vectors into output fault lists. In each of the three steps, if a one to

one correspondence between the two cases can be found and also the output fault lists are

shown identical the job is done. The theorem is formally stated.
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Theorem : If two representations of the sam& combinational functional block (both

representations having the same number of inputs and outputs) are such that their input

output boolean mappings are equivalent, then their input output fault list mappings will also

be equivalent given the same input vectors and same fault list vectors.

PROOF :

Step 1: The fault list needs to be understood first. For example, consider the fault list AL(l)

for node 1 having a correct boolean value II. This list is a set of stuck-at faults corresponding

to some nodes, each of which can force node II to have a boolean value of -II. When

considering the fault list AL(l)  all other input nodes are supposed to have correct boolean

values. The presence of fault list AL(l)  is therefore equivalent to an input boolean vector AIXI

which differs from the correct input vector I in the first element position. That is AlXl = (-

II ,I2 ,... IN). In a similar manner, fault lists AL(2) ,.... AL(N) will be mapped to input vectors

AIX2,AIX3,....AIXN  all of which differ from the correct input vector I. For figure 4-128,  the input

fault lists al(l),..... al(n) will be mapped to input vectors aixl,.....aixn, all of which differ from the

correct input vector i.

I = (II,12 ,....... IN) i = (il ,i2 ,...,.. in)

AIXl = ( -ll,l2 ,....... IN) aixl = ( -il ,i2 ,...... in)

AIX2 = (II, -12 ,....... IN) aix2 = (il, -i2 ,...... in)
. . ..*...a*. . . . ..m.......

AlXn = (I1 ,I2 ,....... -IN) aixn = (il ,i2 ,...... -in) . . . . . . . . eqn(2)

Using eqn(1 ), AIXI = aixl , AIX2 = aix2 ,....... AIXN = aixn.

The mapping in step ‘I can be expressed as :

AL(l)  = >AIXl, AL(2) = >AIX2, . . . . ..AL(N) = >AIXN for figure 4-l 2A
and
al(l) = >aixl, al(2) =T:  >aix2, . . . . . . al(n) = >aixn for figure 4-128 . . . . . . . . . . . eqn(3)

Step2: All the input vectors, in both the figures, are now operated on by the respective
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boolean equations. The output vectors corrkponding  to the input vectors AIX1 through AIXN

are evaluated using the mapping F while those of aixl through aixn are evaluated using the

mapping f. The corresponding output vectors are AOXl through AOXN and aoxl through

aoxn respectively. Thus :

For fig 4-12A:
BOX1 = F(AIX1)

BOX2 = F(AIX2)
. . . . . . . . . . .

BOXN = F(AIXN) . . . . . . . . ..*.............*.....w-W4
For fig 4-128:

box1 = f(aix1)

box2 = f(aix2)
. . . . . . . . . . .

boxn = f(aixn) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..m. ew-+W

Using eqns (I), (2),  (4a), (4b) :

BOX1 = box1 , BOX2 = box2, BOX3 = box3 ,......., BOXN = boxn . . . . . . . . eqn(5)

The mapping in step 2 can be expressed as :

AIXl = >BOXl  , AIX2 = >BOX2  ,...... AIXN = >BOXN
and
aixl = >boxl , aix2 = >box2 ,......, aixn = >boxn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eqn(6)

Step 3: This step attempts to map output boolean vectors into output fault lists. In steps 1

and 2 the corresponding resul ts for  f igures 4-12A and 4-128  bear a one to one

correspondence. If it can be proved that the output fault lists in the two figures are identical

the equivalence of the mappings G and g are will be proved.

The output vectors BOX1 through BOXN are either all identical to the correct output vector

0 or at least one of them are different. If output vectors BOX1 through BOXN are all identical

to the vector 0 then the output vectors box1 through boxn will all be identical to the vector

o. Under these circumstances, none of the faults in the input fault lists will be detected at the
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output and the transformations G and g will both be-null. Consider a very general  case where

all output vectors BOX1 through BOXN differ from 0 in ali element positions. ‘This incidentally

implies vectors BOX1  through BOXN are all identical to one another. Also the output vectors

box1 through boxn will differ from correct output vector o in all element positions and will all

be identical. The equations are given below.

BOX1 = BOX2 = . . . . = BOXN = (-Ol,-02,-03,.....,-ON)  . . . . . . . eqn(7a)

box1 = box2 = . . . . = boxn = (-01 ,-o2,-03 ,....., -on) . . . . . . . . . . . . . eqn(7b)

At this point recall that an output fault list say AL(l) for node 1 and having correct value 01, is

defined as a collection of stuck-at faults which when true will force a value -01 on the node 1.

From eqn(7a), node 1 will be forced a value -01 by output vectors AOXI through AOXN. By

definition therefore, fault list for node 1, AL(l)  must contain all the faults that cause output

vectors BOX1 through BOXN. From eqns (3) and (6) one gets : AL( 1) = >BOXl ,

AL(2) = >BOX2  ,......,AL(N) = >BOXN.  This means that input fault list AL(l)  causes output vector

BOX1 and so on. The output fault !ist  BL(l) is given by :

BL(l) = {AL(l),AL(2)  ,.... AL(N)} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eqn(8a)

Similarly the output fauit list b!(l)  for fig 2 is given by:

bl(1)  = {al(l),al(2)  ,..... al(n)} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eqn(8b)

Using eqns (I), (8a) and (8b) one gets BL(l) = bl(1).

In a similar manner it can be shown BL(2) = b1(2),BL(3)  = bl(3).......RL(N)  = bl(n).

Hence, BL = (BL(l),...BL(N))  = bl = (bl(l),bl(2),...bl(n))  = G(AL) = g(d).

This proves that transformations G and g are equivalent which in turn implies that the

mapping of input fault lists to output fauit lists is independent of the implementation details of

the functional block. This obviously assumes that the logic inside the functional block is fault

free.
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4.3.2. Sequential Functional Blocks ’

In the last subsection, it was proved that the rnapping from input fault lists to output fault

lists was invariant to the implementation details of the combinational functional block. This

section will attempt to prove the same principle, this time with respect to sequential circuits. A

sequential circuit is characterized as a block with primary inputs Il,..IN, external outputs

01 ,..ON and internal state variables SO1 ,..SOK. These state variables retain some information

from the past, affect the present outputs and are re-evaluated. The re-evaluated values of the

state variables SNl ,..SNK are fed back to be used in evaluating the outputs next time around.

AL(l) I1 1 - - 1 01 XL(l)

. * F N . .

. . . .

AL(.N) IN N - - M O M XL(M)

COMBINATIONAL BLOCK

BL(.l) so1 1 1 SNl YL(1)

BL(K) SOK K’ * ’  ti SiK YL(K)

DELAY

FIG 4-13: SEQUENTIAL CIRCUIT MODEL

Figure (4-13) shows the sequential circuit. Associated with the functional block are two

mappings F and N which are explained in the equations below.

o = F( I ,SO)  where SO = (SO1 ,SO2,. . . . .SOt<).

SN = F(I,SO) where SN = (SNI ,SN2 ,... SNK).

Also, let the input state variables SO1 ,...SOK be associated with hypothetical nodes l,...K

and similarly the output state variables with the hypothetical nodes l,....K. Henceforth these

nodes will be referred to as state nodes. The sequential circuit can thus be seen as a
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combinational circuit at each time instant. At time ibstant t, the input vectors are I, SO. The

output vectors, evaluated using F,N mappings, are 0 and SN. The output state vector SN

becomes the input state vector SO in the next time around and in the next time instant it once

again behaves as a combinational circuit.

If AL(l),....AL(N)  represents the input fault lists for the input nodes l,...N and BL(l),....BL(K)

represents the input fault lists for the input state nodes 1 ,...K, then the output fault lists

XL(l),...XL(M)  and YL(l) ,....YL(K) can be obtained using the transformations G and M as

described in the equations below. Once again, the output state node fault lists YL(l) through

YL(K) become the input state node fault lists XL(l) through XL(K) in the next time instant.

XL = G(AL,BL)

YL = M(AL,BL)

With this background, the theorem is formally stated.

Theorem : If a sequential circuit has two functional representations (both having same

number of input nodes, output nodes and state variables) which have equivalent mappings on

input boolean vectors given the same primary input boolean vectors and input state vectors,

then their mappings on input fault list vectors will be equivalent provided that the fault lists at

the primary input nodes and input state nodes of one representation is same as those of the

corresponding nodes in the other representation.Figures 4-14a and 4-l4b  are two

representations of the same sequential circuit.* In figure 4-14A, the input boolean vector is I,

input state vector is SO, output boolean vector is 0 and output state vector !ZjN.  The primary

inputs fault list vector is AL while that for the state nodes is BL. The output fault list vector for

the external outputs is XL while that for the state nodes is YL. The mapping functions

F,N,G,M are explained in the equation below.

2
Both these figures depict snapshots of the sequential circuit at a certain time instant ‘t’.
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Al.( 1 ) 11 1 - - 1 01 XL(l)

. . . - F , N . * .

. . - * .

AL.(N) IN N --- G , M - -  M OM XL(M)

COMUINATIOt\IAL CLOCK

1X(.1) so1 1 ,- - 1 SNl YL(1)

. . .

BL(K) SOK K .I K SNK YL(K)

al(l)

.

aW

bl(l

bl(k)

-’ Fi.g 4-14A:One  representat J
ion of the sequential block

il 1 - - 1 01 xl(l)
. . f , n . . .

. . . . .

in n - 9 , m - m o m xl(m)

COMBINATIONAL BLOCK

sol 1 - - 1 sn l Yl(l)
. . . .

s ok  k ‘ k snk YW

DELAY

FIG 4-148 : ANOTHER REPRESENTATION OF THE SCQUENTiAL  BLOCK

o = F(I,SO)

SN = N(I,SO)

XL = G(AL,EL)

YL = M(AL,BL)
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o and output state vector sn. The primary inputs fa&t list vector is al whiie that for the state

nodes is bl. The output fault list vector for the external outputs is xl while that for the state

nodes is yl. The mapping functions f,n,g,m are explained in the equation below.

o = f(i,so)

sn = n(i,so)

Xl = g(al,bl)

Yl = m(al,bl)

It must be emphasised that apart from having the same number of inputs and outputs, the

number of state variables in the two figures is the same. This last condition is necessary since

without it, equations (Z),(5) and (6) cannot be used in the proof below.

PROOF :

Given the following:
I i

SN :SO
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eqn(1)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..m..............*...... w-G)
AL = al . . . ..*...*...,.....,.,,...,............. ew-@)
BL = bl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*.....w-M

Also given that F = f and N = n. . . . . . . . ..-........... eqns(5)&(6)
Hence:

0 = F(I,SO) = f(i,so) = o
and

SfJ = N(I,SO) = n(i,so) = so

In figures 4-14A,4-148  the mappings F and f are equivalent. Both these mappings map input

boolean vectors (vectors I and SO in figure 4-14A; vectors i and so in figure 4-14B) to output

boolean vectors (vector 0 in figure 4-14A; vector o in figure 4-14B). Using the theorem proved

in the last subsection, it can be therefore said that

XL = G(AL,BL) = g(al,bl) = xl

Similarly, mappings N and n in the two figures are given equivalent. The mapping N relates the

output boolean vector SN to the input boolean vectors SO and I while n relates the output

boolean vector sn to the input boolean vectors so and i. Using the theorem proved in the last

subsection, it is therefore deduced that

YL = M(AL,BL) = m(al,bl)  = yl
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Thus the output fault lists {XL( I),...XL(M),YL( l),...YL(K)} and {xl(l),....xl(m),yl(l),....yl(k)}  for

figures 4-14A and 4-14B are identical when the two representations of the functional block are

fault simulated at time instant t. The same result will hold true for the next time instant and for

all other time instants after that. At every time instant however, the output fault list vectors YL

and yl from the previous time instant become equal to the input fault list vectors BL and bl for

the present time instant.

4.4. Summary

Functional fault model building has been demonstrated with a few of the standard

functional blocks. Other functional blocks which can be represented by an input output

boolean equation(s) can be analogously fault simulated. Chapter 7 will quote some numbers

from actually fault simulating several functional models in ADLIB-SABLE. A limitation that the

above technique has is as follows : One can imagine very complex functional blocks like

microprocessors, where the entire input output relationship is not defined. That is, some input

patterns are not impiemented. If a stuck-at fault in such a model, forces the input pattern to an

undefined input combination, the model fails. An extension to Deductive fault simulation will

be discussed in chapter 5 which will address this problem.
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Chapter 5

IMixed-Level And Multivalued Fault Simul

5.1. The Principle of Mixed-Level F.S.

Chapters 2 and 3 discussed fault simulation at the gate level while chapter 4 discussed

functional level fault models. The former is more accurate but takes more time white the latter

is faster but less informative. One can imagine a scenario where one might need to run fault

simulation on a big circuit at a functional level (due to time constraints) but simultaneously

require accurate fault lists (fault simulation at gate level) for a particular component say an

adder. ADLIB-SABLE can support this dual purpose. All the user needs to do is to have gate

level fault models for the adder on top of the functional fauit models, interconnect the gates

so that the functional model as well as the gate models get the same input pattern(s). The

simulation can now be run and the result will be as desired. The next section illustrates this

with an example.

5.1 .I. An Example of Mixed-Level F.S.

Figure 5-l shows the different components and their interconnections. The nets which

carry the input values to the functional adder also carry the inputs to the appropriate gates of

the box representing the gate level implementation of the adder. The outputs S,Cout  of the

box go nowhere. After simulation, one gets the fault lists F(S),F(Cout) in terms of the nodes a,

b, Cin as well as the internal nodes of the gates that actually build the adder in addition to the

fault lists at the functional level. A brief sketch of the ADLIB and SDL codes are given below :
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r

L--I

A0 - so
80 I BIT ADDER

- COUT

Jl I

J 2 CIN

J3

INPUT PROCESS I .
-

ASYN COUNTER

CK

A GATE LEVEL IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE ADDER

FIG 5-l : MIXED-LEVEL FAULT SIMULATON
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ADLIB CODE:
.

{ data structures and procedures}
Comptype Adder(. . J;
End;
Comptype Asyn-Counter(...);
End;
Comptype AND2(...);
End;
..a.*
Comptype INPUT-PROCESS;
End;

SDL CODE :
Types: Adder,AsynCounter,AND2,
. . . ..INPUT-PROCESS.
Adder: Adclerl(....... );
AND2: Gl (..... ),G2( ..a.... 4;

INPUT-2ROCESS:lnp;
end;
Netsegment;
net1 = Inp.jl ,Adder.aO,GG.inl ,GS.inl  ,Gll  .inl;
net2 = Inp.j2,Adder.bO,Gl  .in2,G5inl  ,G9.in2;

End;

Begin (* Main *)
End. (* Main *)

5.2. Multivalued Fault Simulation

5.2.1. Issues in Model Accuracy

So far, only 0,l simulation and stuck-at 0 and stuck-at 1 faults have been considered in the

deductive technique. It is possible,in real circuitsthat some nodes may not quite be logical 0

or 1 but some value in-between. Thiscommonly  denoted by ‘u’,may  arise due to bridging

faults or non initialization and may be quite important in some technologies. For TTL and ECL

0,l simulation may be quite adequate but for MOS and CMOS it may be required to provide

one or more states without which the simulation may be incomplete or inaccurate. This

chapter will be restricted to three-valued fault simulation. That is, 0,l ,U will be considered as.
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possible logic states and thus have three stuck-at faults S-x-0,$-x-l  ,s-X-U for 21 node ‘x’.

Extending to four or more valued simulation is also possible.

A

VALUE 0

VALUE U

43

C VALUEU

OR

B

FIG 6-l : AN OR GATE

Fig 5-2: AN OR GATE

Imagine a scenario where the inputs to an OR gate (Figure above) are 0 and U. The output is

U. If 0,l simulation method was used and only s-a-l ,s-s-0  fau!t  types considered then no fault

list will be generated for the output node of the OR gate. Another approach, called “least

pessimistic approach” by Breuer[4] is adopted, in which one can have a s-a-U fault along with

the s-a-0 and s-a-l faults. Instead of having a single fault list F(X) for node X, one now has

three fault lists FO(X),Fl(X) and FU(X) for every node X. FO(X) will contain all the stuck-at

faults which will force node X to have faulty value 0. Fl(X)  list contains all the stuck-at faults

that will force node X to a faulty value 1 and finally FU(X) will contain all those that will force

node X to a faulty value U. The example OR gate in the figure above is considered deductive

fault simulation is performed. Node A is 0. Hence Fl (A) = A(s-a-l); FO(A) = nil; FU(A) = A(s-a-

U). Node B is U. Hence FU(B) = nil; FO(B) = B(s-a-0); F-l(B) = B(s-a-l). The output node C will

be U. Hence FO(C) = C(s-a-O)VFO(B); Fl (C) = C(s-a-l)VFl (A)VFl  (B); FU(C) = nil. Contrary to

the single fault list F(C) which would have been got in the earlier method, one now has three

fault lists Fl(C),FO(C) and FU(C). These three lists contain more information than not having

any fault list for C (which wou!d  have been the case in 0,l simulation) and can be quite useful

in some technologies.
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5.2.2. [O,l] Concurrent and [O,l] Deduitive

In concurrent simulation[l5],  given a circuit and an input set,one  proceeds as follows. For

every stuck-at fault occuring at a given node, create a copy of the entire circuit with the gate

in question replaced by a faulty one. All such copies are evaluated simultaneously. While

evaluating, if in any of the copied circuits a node value becomes identical to the

corresponding node in the original circuit, then the fault giving rise to the copy in question will

go undetected. This copy is therefore dropped. Creating copies is termed as splitting while

dropping copies from consideration is termed merging in concurrent fault simulation. For

terminology, please refer to [I 51.

This section illustrates concurrent fault sirnulation with an example and then shows how it

can be implemented in ADLIB-SABLE.  Next deductive fault simulation will be carried out on

the same example with the same input pattern and the two simulation techniques will be

compared. For simplicity of explaining two-valued simulation is used although 3 or more

valued simulation could be used analogously.

1 A

0 B

Fig 5-3: AN EXAMPLE

In the above figure, the primary inputs a,b,c get values 1,0 and 0 respectively. The correct

value of nodes d and e will be both 0.
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deductive Technique :
.

Step 1: Fault simulate gate Gl since both inputs are assigned.
F(a) = a(s-a-0)
F(b) = b(s-a-l)
F(d) = d(s-a-1) V b(s-a-l)

Step 2 : Now fault simulate gate G2.
F(c) = c(s-a-l)
F(e) = e&-a-l)  V F(d) V F(c)

= e(s-a-l) V d(s-a-l) V b(s-a-l) V c(s-a-l)
The fault lists are now complete.

5.2.2.1. Pure Concurrent Fault Simulation

For every stuck-at fault a separate copy is created. The possible stuck-at faults cases are

a(s-a-O),b(s-a-l),c(s-a-l),d(s-a-l) and e(s-a-l). Five copies of the circuit are to be created.

Since concurrent does not impose any restriction regarding the order in which the copies are

created, the fo!lowing is done.

Step 1: Consider ail the copies concerned with faults a(s-a-O),b(s-a-l), d(s-a-l). The reader

will notice that the nodes a,b and d are all concernecl with gate G 1. These copies are drawn

below.

A - D O A D 1 A . 1 D[ll
[ 0 ]  - A N D 1 - AND 1 - AND

0 - Gi - OR [l] - Gl - OR 0 - Gl - OR

B G2 B G2 B G2 - 1

0 - 0 0 - 1 0 E

C E C . E C

COPY 1 COPY 2 COPY 3

Fig 5-4: CONCURRENT FAULT SIMULATON

Each of the copies has one fault each and are evaluated. For copy 1 notice the output d is 0.

This is the same as in the original circuit and hence the fault a(s-a-0) will not be detected at

e. This copy is dropped. The copies 2 and 3 indicate that a faulty value at nodes d and e and

hence faults d(s-a-l) and b(s-a-l) ~,~ill be detected at node e.



Step 2 : Now consider the remainiilg  two topics.

0

PI PI

COPY 5

Fig 5-5: CONCURNENT FAULT SIMULATION

For copy 4 the output node e has a value 1 and hence the fault c(s-a-l) will be detected.

Similarly the fault c(s-a-l)  will be detected. The final fault list at node e will be F(e) = e(s-

a-l)Vc(s-a-l)Vb(s-a-l)Vd(s-a-l).

5.2.2.2. Concurrent fault Simulation  in ADLIB-SABLE

In ADLIB-SABLE, instead of concurrently evaluating ail the five copies, the following

scheme is adopted. Somewhat like what was done in the deduclive  case, here, first consider

the ga!c:(s)  which has all its in;mts assigned. Then consider the stuck-at faults at the nodes of

this gate and create one copy for every fault. Each copy has only one faulty node. Evaluate

each copy and drop those which do not show an ot~lpui different from that in the original

circuit. For those copies that do show a faulty value at the output node, store the

corresponding stuck-at faults in a list identified by the output node. To illustrate what happens

next consider the the example circuit.

Step 1 : According to the scheme,  Cl would bc considered first. Three of its nodes can be

stuck-at f;tul!y Wl~llY -3 ~m34y  z(s-a-@),b(s-a-1)  and cl(s-a-1).  Create three copies and evaluate

them atong with the of ic\jnal.
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VI
COPY 1 COPY 2 COPY 3

FIG 5-6: CONCURRENT FAULT SIPIUTATION IN ADLIB-SABLE

Copies 2 and 3 force a 1 on the node d. Hence b(s-a-l), d(s-a-l) are stored in a list F(d).

What this list means is that if a faulty value of d = 1 can be detected at the next output then the

faults b(s-a--i) and cl(s-a-l)  will be detected there too. Copy 1 is ignored since it does not force

the output node faulty. The value of d is now assigned as Gl simulation is complete.

Step 2 : Now that node d is assigned, gate G2 will be considered. As before create three

copies corresponding to d(s-a-1)&-a-l)  and e(s-a-l).  All three are evaluated along with the

original. The figure below shows them.

0 1 1 PI

Oi-IIGINAl~ COPY 1 COPY 2 COPY 3

Fig 5-7: CONCURRENT FAUL.T  SlhlULATION  IN ADLIR-SABLE

In cxh of the copies 1,2 and 3 the output notic is forced  to a f;\ulty v:\lue. t icnce the three



faults d(s-a-l), c(s-a-l) and e(s-a-l) are storkd in F(e). However a previously created fault list

F(d) exists and recall that it was eariier said : if ever d(s-a-l) is detected  at a later node then ail

the faults in F(d) wilt be detected there too. The final answer is : stuck-at faults b(s-a-l),

d(s-a-l), c(s-a-l) and e(s-a-l) are detectable.

5.2.2.3. Comparison

Observe that the step 1 of the deductive technique and step 1 in the last subsection are

both quite similar. Steps 2 in both those cases are also similar. The conclusion is that

implementations of the concurrent and the deductive technique in ADLIB-SABLE are both

equivalent. This does not mean that those two techniques are same. The reason, their

implementations in ADLIB-SABLE are equivalent is because both of them are forced to be

done on a sequential machine. The deductive method is inherently sequential but the

concurrent method can be much faster if processed on multiple processors. if in a

multiprocessor machine, each copy is evaluated and compared against the original by a

dedicated processor, the final outcome may be quite fast.

imagine there are N components and M nodes (where M and N would be of the same

order). in a Deductive fault simulation implementation, let each fault model component take

Td processing time. Hence the total tirne taken is N.Td since components are processed

sequentially. Since there are M nodes there is a good chance of there being M stuck-at faults

and hence M copies are to be evaluated in the Concurrent method. Also suppose there are K

processors (where k is a reasonable number) and that each component takes Tc time to be

logically evaluated and compared against the original. Tc wilt be much less than Td since in

the Deductive case, a tot of complex analysis has to be done. Also assume that ail copies are

evaluated right upto the end. This is indeed the worst case. in reality many of the copies wilt

be dropped before they are completely evaluated and the freed processor can be alioted

another copy from the bank of unprocessed copies.
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Hence, M topics will take time of

The actual advantage will also be less since inter-process communication might require

some ti.me in concurrent fault simulation. Also note that the deductive technique is best suited

for a fast single processor machine whereas the concurrent technique can be best performed

by a multiprocessor machine  even having stower processing elements.

52.3. Limitations of Multivalued F.S.

in section 3.4, it was mentioned that a limitation of the functional fault model would be

addressed later. it is done here. Many complex functional blocks like microprocessors do not

have aii the input combinations implemented. in other words, the cornpiete input output

boolean equation is not specified. The output behaviour is known for a certain set of input

combinations. One can imagine a scenario where a certain stuck-at fault could alter the input

pattern to an input combination not defined. With a 3-valued  fault simulation the output(s) for

an undefined input pattern can be treated as U. The fault model can now take care of

unwarranted input combinations  and it is the user’s responsibility to interpret the results from

sirnulAing  such functional blocks.

5.2.4. 34aiued Deductive Fault Simulation

Subsection 5.2.1 discussed the 3-valued  deductive model for a 2 input OR gate, the inputs

of wirich were assumed primary. in that sense the model was incomplete. This section wilt

redo the same  example this time assuming nothing about the nature of the inputs.

The same OR gattl with the same input values as in subsection 5.2.1 is redrawn in Fig 5-8.
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f-‘alrli lists associated with nodes A,t3 will be alrcacly existing. FO(A) and FU(5) are nil. Fl (A),

I-U(A),  FO(R), FL-l(B) may not bc nil. Recall that the notations 170(X),  Fl(X),  FU(X) mean  there

are stuck-at faults listed whictl can force the node X to ‘3, I and U respectively. The output C is

U. I-lcnce FO(C) -- C(s-a-0); F-i (C) = C(s-a-1). The fault lists for node C can be written.

If for some stuck-at faults node A is forced to 1, the output C will be 1. Hence FI(C)  must

contain Fl (A). Thus Fl (C) = C(s-a-1)VFl  (A). if for some faults , node B is forced to 1 then the

output C will be 1 again. Fl (C) should therefore include Fl (B). Thus Fl (C) = C(s-

a-l)VF 1 (A)VFl  (U). If there are some faults common between  Fl (A) and W(5)  then they have

been included twice and must be eliminated. Finally Fl(C)  = C(s-a-l)VFl(A)V{Fl(E)  -F-l(B)

Fl (A)}. If node B is forced to 0 by some stuck-at faults, then output C will be 0. The fault list

FO(C) must include FO(B).  However, if any stuck-at fault in f-O(B)  is also common to FI(A) then

for those faults, the output will be 1 instead. Hence these common  faults have to be

etiminated.  it is also needed to eliminate fault lists common between FO(E) ::nd FU(A) since for

these faults the output C will be U. And U happens to be the correct output. FO(C) is finally

rewritten as : FO(C) = C(s-a-O)\~{FO(B)-FO(E)  Fl (A)-FO(E) FlJ(A)}

The fault lists ;lrc now complete. The reason one has to do such complex manipulation on

the fault lists lies in reconv~rgcnt  fanou:s.  Although only single stuck-at faults are considered,

there cm bc ;\ stuck-d fault, earlier in the circuit, which may force more than one input of the

same gate (or corlq~onc?nt)  to go wrong. In the circuit bt~low, if node a is stuck-at 0, bfh

otrt~~t:;  A,5 go fwlty and it is a C:KC where two inputs of n tKN? c~alc are faulty at once.
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.

1 c ---i-d A 1

Fig 5-g:  A CIRCUIT WITH RECONVERGENT FANOUT

52.5. Summary

Extensions to deductive fault simulation have been discussed which make it more

app!icable  and suitable for a wider range of technologies. A 3-valued deductive fault

simulation example was demonstrated which can be used,as an exampie  in extending the

fault models from 2-valued to 3-valued fa.ult  models. Also concurrent fault simulation was

evaluated and it was concluded that the structure of ADLIB-SABLE naturally supports both

the deductive and the concurrent method. The next chapter quotes numbers from actually

running simulations on various combinational and sequential fault models.
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Results and Analysis

Chapter 5 concluded that the structure of ADLIB-SABLE supports deductive fault

simulation quite naturally. This chapter will quote several significant numbers from running

fault simulation on some sequential and combinational blocks. Also quoted are numbers from

running other simulators on the same example and the effectiveness of the technique is

thereby brought out.

Some of the simulators used do not perform fault simulation. They are primarily meant for

logic simulation either at gate level or at the circuit level. To perform fault simulation with

these simulators, one would have to apply the input pattern, insert one stuck-at fault at a time,

and then evaluate the en?ire  circuit. If the final value differs from the correct value then that

particular stuck-at fault will be detected. The method is repeated for each and every stuck-at

fault that is of interest.

Also some of the sirnulators are run on different machines and are written in different

languages. For a fair comparison, some benchmarks were run on different machines and the

data was normalized. Some data was coilected on running logic simulations in ADLIB-SABLE

to compare the relative speeds of logic and fault simulation. The simulators used were the

following:
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.

ADLIB-SABLE : this is based on Pascal and runs on a Dee-20. Performs
logic and fault simulation separately. It supports gate and functional
models.

SALOGS : this is the Sandia Laboratories Logic Sirnulator which does only
gate level simulation. It does logic simulation and fault simulation (one
fault at a time), is implemented in Fnrtr:~n  77 and runs on a Apollo work
station.

DIANA : this does logic simulation only and is implemented in Fortran.
It also runs on the Apollo and does gate level simulation.

Experimental comparison of several programs established the following relative run times :

Dee-20 = 8.3 times Apollo (Pascal)

,
Vax-750 = 2.5 times Apollo (Fortran 77)
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6.1. Adder: Fault and Logic !Snuhtion

Table IA shows the execution times for fault simulation of 2-bit, 4-bit,6-bit and 8-bit Adder

in two simulators. Table 18 shows the total time used by the simulators to process the circuit

(read in network description,build up data structures) before simulation can be started. Table

2 shows the logic simulation times on the same examples this time on four simulators. For

ADLIB-SABLE, numbers are quoted for simulation at the gate level and functional level.

Graphs 1 and 2 are built from these tables and are shown below.

6.1 .I. Discussion

Logic simulation time for all simulation systems increase linearly with the

number of components. In logic simulation, each component is simulated only once, hence

the total time is proportional to the number of components simulated. The results are

therefore as expected.

The fault simulation curve for SALOGS is non-linear. The order of non linearity is close to 2.

The reason for this quadratic dependence on the number of components, lies in the method

adopted by SALOGS to perform fault simulation. For each stuck-at fault at a node, a complete

logic simulation run is done. A complete logic simulation time, as already commented on

before, is proportional to the number of components. Since the number of stuck-at faults is

proportional to the number of components, the total fault simulation time is proportional to the

square of the number of components.

In the deductive technique, all on does is to manipulate fault lists. Each node has a fault list.

Recall that while discussing the implementation  of deductive fault simulation in chapter 2 it

was mentioned that a gate (or component) is considered only once and all the fau!t  lists

corresponding to all its nodes are processed. The total simulation time therefore depends on

the number of components times a factor which is the average number of nodes per
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# OF BIT ADDERS

GATE LEVEL

ADLIB-SAELE
I

io.3

4.7 5.7 7.3 ADLIB-SACLE 4.0

I SALOGS 20.7
I

22.2 38.8 63.3

-

4 6 8

GATE LEVEL

ADLIB-SABLE

FUNCTIONAL

2 4 6 8

5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

4.0 4.0 4.0

23.0 25.7 28.2

TAGLE 1 A: FAULT SIMULATION CPU TIME TABLE 1B: FAULT SIMULATION SET-UP TIME

# OF BIT ADDERS

2 4 6

GATE LEVEL ACLiB-SABLE 5.8 9.1 11.6

FUNCTIOAL ADLfB-SABLE 2.4 3.7 4.1

DIANA 7.5 9.7 12

I SAL.OGS I 4.2 5.3 8.6

8

14.9

4.5

15

10.6
_.--_ I

TABLE 2: TO-l-AL LOGIC SIMULATION TIME

component. Thus, simulation time in ADLIB-SABLE should linearly increase with increasing

number of components and this is exactly ivhat is seen.

Before the sp;3ed  of simulations are compared seriously, note that some amount of

initialization or buildinrg up of data structures is hidden in the simulation execution time. It

would be logicaily anticipated that this initialization tirne is proportional to the number of
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ADLIB-‘WBLE  GATE LEVEL

ADLIB-SABLE FUNCTIONAL

2 4 6 8 # OF BIT ADDERS

GRAPH 1: FAULT SIMULATION CPU TIME

LOGIC:

EXEC TlME

(SECS)

I

ADLIB-SABLE GATE LEVEL

ADLIB-SABLE FUNCTIONAL

2 4 6 8 # OF BIT ADDERS

GRAPH 2: LOGIC SIMULATION CPU TIME

components and would remain a constant irrespective of whether fault simulation was run

with 1 input pattern or IO input patterns. Such a logical anticipation is exact in ADLIB-SABLE.

The execution times for running the simulation with IO input patterns is listed in table 3.
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# OF BIT ADDERS

2 6 6 8

GATE LEVEL ADLIB-SABLE 46.8 89.0 120.3 163.4

FUNCTIONAL ADLIB-SABLE 11.8 20.3 28.5 36.6

SALOGS 29.9 61.8 122.8 202.1

TABLE 3: FAULT SIMULATION WITH 10 INPUT PATTERNS

6.1.2. Analysis

From the fault simulation times for 1 input pattern (table 1) and IO input patterns (table 3),

one can deduce the program initialization time and the execution time per input pattern. The

method is illustrated with an example and this is analogously applied across all data in tables

1 and 3.

Consider the case of the 2-bit Adder: 46.8secs  for 10 input pattern
and 10.3secs for a single input pattern. Let program initialization time be
i and actual simulation time be s/input pattern.
Now, i + s = 10.3

- .

i + 10.~ = 46.8
Solving the two equations --> i = 6.3secs  ; s = 4.0secsIinput pattern

Table 4A contains the program initialization times while 4B contains the execution

times/input pattern. Using these graphs 3 and 4 are constructed. The tables and the graphs

are given below.Analysis : Based on the data structures and the procedures in ADLIB-SABLE

fault simulation program, the initialization time should vary linearly with increasing number of

components. The slope however, should be small. This is exactly observed in graph 4.

SALOGS exhibits a non linear behaviour in its initialization time. The curves I and II in graph 3

support the earlier hypothesis that the actual execution time in ADLIB-SABLE Deductive

method must vary lineariy with increasing number of components. Curve V proves that for the

SALOGS implementation of parallel fault simualation, the simulation time increases as the

square cf the number of components.



# OF BIT \DDERS # OF BIT ADDERS

FAULT SIM

i

2

.-

GATE LEVEL 6.3

ADLIB-SABLE 6.3

FUNCTIONAL 2.8

ADLIB-SABLE

SALOGS

9.3

4 6

8.8 11.5

8 FAULT SIM 2

14.2 GATE LEVEL

ADLIB-SABLE

3.0 3.2 4 FUNCTIONAL

ADLIB-SABLE

17.8 29.5 47.9 SALOGS

TABLE 4A: PROGRAM INlTlALlZATlON  TIME TABL.E 4B: ACTUAL SIMULATION TIME
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.

4.0

0.9

2.0

-
4 6

8 10.9

8

14.9

1.7 2.5 3.2

4.4 9.3 15.4

6.2. Asynchronous Counter

So far, the analysis of fault simulation has been confined to ADDERS which have a lot of

parallelism in them. That is, a lot of the gates are fault simulated at once. Another example is

considered, where there is little or no parallelism. In the case of an Asynchronous Counter, all

the components are placed serially and each one is to be completely faullt simulated before



AC1 UAL

SIMULATION

TIME/INPUT PATTERN

2 4 6 8 # OF BIT ADDERS

GRAPH 3: ACTUAL FAULT CPU TIME/INPUT PATTERN

PROGRAM

INITIALIZATION

TiME
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2 4 6 8 # OF BIT ADDERS

GRAPH 4: PROGRAM It~ITIALIZATION TIME/INPUT PATTERN

the next one can be processed. Data has been taken only from running ADLIB-SABLE. Table

5 contains the data for 1 as well as 10 input pat&rns  while the processed data (program

initialization time and actual execution time) is stored in table 6. Graphs 6 and 7 are the plots

of the contents of table G.Analysis : Observe once again that the program initialization time as

well as the actual execution time vary linearly with increasing number of components.

Whether a component has parallelism or no parallelism in it, does not make any difference to
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# OF HIT COUNTERS

4 8 12 16

-

1 INPUT PATTERN 0.6 1.4 2.3 3.3

10 INPUT PATTERNS 2.3 4.0 6.2 9.0

TABLE 5: FAULT SIMULATION EXEC TIME OF

ASYN COUNTERS

# OF BIT COUNTER

1 4 1 8 1 12 1 16

ACTUAL EXEC TIME 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

/INPUT PATTERN

PROGRAM INIT TiME 0.4 1.1 1.9 2.8

/INPUT PATTERN

TABLE 6: PROGRAM INIl- TIME, ACTUAL EXEC TIME

the iinearity. The reason is because ADLIB-SABLE runs on a single processor and any

parallelism that might be present is killed by the sequential processing of the single

processor.

6.3. Comparing Functional and Gate Fault Models

This section quotes numbers from running gate and functional level fault simulation to see

how effective the functional models are. The data is stored in table 7.

From table 7, observe that the timewise advantage of functional fault models varies

between 3 and 5. The larger the number of gates that the functional model represents, the

higher will be the timewise advantage. The &bit adder model, representing 84 gates, takes

longer time to fault simulate than the 4-bit Synchronous counter model, representing 58
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ACTUAL

SIMULATION

TIME/INPUT PATTERN

//NCTlON AL

4 8 12 16 # OF BIT COUNTERS

GRAPH 6: ACTCJAL FAULT CPU TIME/INPUT PATTERN

PROGRAM

INITIALIZATION
I

TIME

 FUNCTIONAL

4 8 12 16 # OF BIT COUNTERS

GRAPH 7: PROGRAM INITIALIZATION TIME /INPUT PATTERN

gates. The reason for this apparent inefficiency is that the synchronous counter is

represented by a single functional bloc!<  while the 8-bit Adder is made up by four 2-bit adder

modules.
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GATE .FUNCTIONAL

LEVEL LEVEL

8 BIT ADDER(84 GATES) 19.9 4.4

4 BIT ASYN COtJNTER(28  GATES) 7.9 2.6

4 BIT SYN COUNTER(58 GATES) 10.2 2.0

TABLE 7: COMPARISION OF GATE AND FUNCTIONAL SIMULATION TIMES

RATIO

4.3

3.0

5.1

-_I
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The major conclusions can be summarized as follows :

1. A deductive fault simulator has been built in ADLIB-SABLE.

2. Gate level fault models have been built for most common gates. Although only
single stuck-at 0 and single stuck-at 1 faults are considered, fault models can be
easily extended to incorporate other single stuck-at faults.

3. Sequential circuits with feedback loops can be fault simulated. A design
discipline has been worked out, namely breaking all feedback loops by at least an
RS-latch, which when enforced, will enable quick and practical deductive fault
simulation of large sequential circuits.

4. A decomposition discipline has also been developed, which renders functional
fauit simulation of complex functional blocks. Functional fault models for many
commonly used blocks are built. These fault models are invariant to their internal
implementation and thus one can assume any convenient internal implementation
of a functional block while building its fault model. This principle is also formally
proved.

5. Deductive fault simulation is not confined to the [OJ] domain. It can be extended
and it has been shown that fault models built in the extended domain can be very
useful in modelling gates of certain technologies accurately.

6. A Comparative study between deductive and concurrent fault simulation methods
reveal that the deductive technique is best suited for a fast single processor
computer with large storage memory while the concurrent technique can be best
exploited in a multi-processor machine with slower processing elements.

7. Experiments with deductive fault simulation of combinational  and sequential
circuits show that the fault simulation CPlJ time is linearly proportional to the
number of components simulated. This is a great advantage over some
simulators, which do one fault at a time and exhibit a quadratic increase in the
simulation CPU time with the number of components fault simulated.

8. Functional fault simulation of typical-sized blocks were considered and they
exhibit a simulation speed that is five times higher than if the simulation was
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carried out at the gate level. This ratio will be I,irgcr for Function~.l  biocks of larger
size.

The limitations are as follows :

1. Fault models do not consider other types of faults such as bridging faults,
intermi?tent faults, multiple faults etc.

2. Deductive fault simulation requires a large amount of storage. For this reason ,
large circuits will either have to be partitioned and each partition be fault
simulated separately or a clever storage mechanism has to be invented. This
work does not address that problem.
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